SPRING COMMENCEMENT 2005
May 6 & 7, 2005
The story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (OAMC) in Payne County.

OAMC’s first students assembled for class on December 14, 1891, even though there were no buildings, no books, and no curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie that were donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

Visitors to the OSU campus often marvel at its beauty and consistency of architecture. Much of the credit goes to OAMC’s legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned some of the university’s most famous and beautiful structures, including the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union, the largest student union in the world.

OSU grew quite rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by a huge enrollment surge. Some graduates from that era may remember “Veteran’s Village,” a thriving community that developed on the northwest edge of campus as veterans and their families moved into surplus military housing provided by the college.

The mid-1940s also were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling, and the NCAA championship in basketball. The next year, the wrestling and basketball teams repeated as national champions, and the football team won the Sugar Bowl.

Coaches and players from that era are now sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball, and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

People often ask when OSU made the transition from college to university. By the 1950s the college had grown substantially. Suggested names for a “new” institution were “Great Plains University,” “International University,” and “Atomic University.” In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science.

During the next three decades, OSU would build academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university as it added branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999.

Today, OSU’s graduates and their families can be proud that the small college has grown beyond anybody’s wildest dreams into a statewide higher education system with more than 33,000 students who take classes at five campuses throughout the state.

From six graduates in 1896 to a record 5,000 graduates in 2004, OSU has grown and prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. Thousands of alumni are now spread throughout the nation and the world, and the university’s teaching and research programs have gained international recognition. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin' down the plain,
And the wavin' wheat can sure smell sweet
When the wind comes right behind the rain.
Oklahoma, ev'ry night my honey lamb and I
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky.

We know we belong to the land
And the land we belong to is grand!
And when we say — Yeeow! A-yip-i-ee ay!
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine,
Oklahoma!
Oklahoma — O.K.
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FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 6, 2005

GRADUATE CEREMONY

PRESIDING
David J. Schmidly, System CEO, President, Oklahoma State University

PROCESSIONAL
“Pomp and Circumstance” ................................................................. Elgar
Bobby Simma, Pianist, OSU Alumnus

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
“The Star Spangled Banner” ............................................................. Key
Randyn A. Miller, Senior, Music major, Soloist

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
A. Gordon Emslie, Dean, Graduate College

REMARKS
Lionel M. Raff, Regents Professor of Chemistry

PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARDS
David J. Schmidly, System CEO, President, Oklahoma State University
Stephen W. McKeever, Vice President for Research and Technology Transfer
Stephen W. Hallgren, Chair of Group I, Graduate Council

CONFERRAL OF MASTERS DEGREES
David J. Schmidly, System CEO, President, Oklahoma State University

CONFERRAL OF DOCTORAL DEGREES
David J. Schmidly, System CEO, President, Oklahoma State University

RECOGNITION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES
Reynaldo Martinez, West Podium
Debra Jordan, East Podium

CLOSING REMARKS
A. Gordon Emslie, Dean, Graduate College

ALMA MATER HYMN (Please turn to page 4 in the Commencement Program)
“OSU Alma Mater” .................................................................McCulloh
Randyn A. Miller, Soloist

RECESSIONAL – PLATFORM PARTY
GRADUATE RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARDS

GROUP I

Dr. Quan Zhang
Ph.D., Plant Pathology
Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline Fletcher
Title: “Genetic analysis of Serratia marcescens, the causal agent of cucurbit yellow vine disease”

GROUP III

Nilesh B. Siraskar
M.S., Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Prabhakar R. Pagilla
Title: “Decentralized Control of Large-Scale Interconnected Systems with Application to Web Processing Machines”

Dr. Yongliang Zhu
Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering
Area - Automatic Control Systems
Advisor: Dr. Prabhakar R. Pagilla
Title: “Adaptive Output Feedback Control of Nonlinear Systems”

GROUP IV

Melissa Jean Leedy
M.S., Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Thad R. Leffingwell
Title: “Evaluation of a Measure of Legal Risk Behavior in College Students Who Use Alcohol”

Robert A. Greve
Ph.D., Business Administration
Option - Management Information Systems
Advisor: Dr. Ramesh Sharda
Title: “Modeling and Simulation of Knowledge Worker Attention for Evaluation of Email Processing Strategies”

GROUP V

Jamie Marie King
M.S., Agricultural Communication
Advisor: Dr. Dwayne Cartmell
Title: “Newspaper Coverage of the Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy Outbreak in the United States: A Content Analysis”

Dr. Yating Liang
Ph.D., Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Emphasis – Leisure Studies
Advisor: Dr. Lowell Caneday
Title: “Benchmarking Theory Applied to State Parks: An Exploratory Study”

GROUP VI

Dr. Kiran S. Palyada
Ph.D., Veterinary Biomedical Science
Advisor: Dr. Alain Stintzi
Title: “Response of Campylobacter jejuni to Iron and Hydrogen Peroxide”
SATURDAY, MAY 7, 2005

UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY

PRESIDING
David J. Schmidly, System CEO, President, Oklahoma State University

GRAND MARCH
City of Tulsa Pipes and Drums
William Tetrick, Pipe Major

STUDENT PROCESSIONAL
“Pomp and Circumstance” ................................................................. Elgar
OSU Brass Quintet

PLATFORM PARTY PROCESSIONAL
City of Tulsa Pipes and Drums

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
“The Star Spangled Banner” ............................................................. Key
Quintet and Audience, Randyn A. Miller, Senior, Music major, Soloist

THE STATE SONG (Please turn to page 4 in the Commencement Program)
“Oklahoma” ..................................................................................... Rodgers and Hammerstein
Quintet and Audience, Randyn A. Miller

INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
Jay L. Helm, Chairman

GREETINGS FROM THE FACULTY COUNCIL
Lionel M. Raff
Chair, General Faculty
Regents Professor of Chemistry

GREETINGS FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Joe St. John, Senior, Management Information Systems, Immediate Past President

continued on next page
SATURDAY, MAY 7, 2005 (CONTINUED)

GREETINGS FROM THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Sean Kouplen, National President

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Ross McKnight

SPECIAL RECOGNITION
Honors College Graduates
National Scholars
Phi Kappa Phi Graduates

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Morning Ceremony:
  William S. Spears School of Business
  Engineering, Architecture and Technology
  Human Environmental Sciences

Afternoon Ceremony:
  Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
  Arts and Sciences
  Center for Veterinary Health Sciences
  Education

CHARGE FROM PRESIDENT

ALMA MATER HYMN (Please turn to page 4 in the Commencement Program)
“OSU Alma Mater” ............................................................................................McCulloh
Quintet and Audience, Randyn A. Miller

RECESSIONAL – PLATFORM PARTY

OSU Brass Quintet: Jeff Missal, Erik Reed, trumpet; Lanette Compton, horn;
Paul Compton, trombone; David Grounds, tuba
ROSS MCKNIGHT

Ross McKnight, rancher, banker, and oilman, received his B.S. degree in animal science from OSU in 1971 and served as Student Association president. He recently completed a two-year term as chairman of the OSU Foundation. He is one of seven charter members of the Athletic Associates, where he is serving as its first president. He is co-chair of the Boone Pickens Stadium Campaign, and is a life member of the OSU Alumni Association. He has been honored with the Distinguished Alumni Award from OSU in 1996 and was named a Graduate of Distinction by OSU’s Department of Animal Science in 1998.

In addition to his substantial agricultural interests in ranching, farming, and feedlots, he is also president and chairman of the boards of RoMac Oil Company, Inc., an oil and gas exploration and production company with holdings in north central Texas, and RoMac Gas Company, Inc., a natural gas gathering company. McKnight is chairman of the board and CEO of two closely held bank holding companies that own independent banks in 14 north central and Panhandle communities of Texas, and is in contract to purchase banking centers that would serve five Oklahoma communities.

McKnight is a member of the board of trustees of Scott and White Hospital and Clinic in Temple, Texas, where he currently serves as chair of both the Development Committee and the Investment Committee. He is a former trustee with the Texas 4-H Foundation, where he served as chair of the foundation’s Statewide Campaign 2000. He is married to the former Billie Gaskins of Davis, and they are the parents of two children, Trent, a 2003 OSU graduate and a 2004 graduate of the London School of Economics, and Meggan, a senior at OSU.
NATIONAL SCHOLARS

The following 2005 Candidates won prestigious national and international scholarships during their OSU undergraduate studies:

Joel Halcomb, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics and History with English minor
College of Arts and Sciences
Wentz Research Scholar, Bailey Scholar, Gilder-Lehrman Intern, British Marshall Scholarship Finalist, Gates/Cambridge Scholar

Ashleigh Hildebrand, Wichita, Kansas
Bachelor in Science in Chemical Engineering with Chemistry and Philosophy minors
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Honors College Degree, Wentz Research Scholar, Goldwater Scholar, National Science Foundation Fellow, Rhodes Scholarship State Finalist, Gates/Cambridge Scholar

Ryan Scott, Stillwater, Oklahoma
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics and Physics
College of Arts and Sciences
Honors College Degree, Wentz Research Scholar, Goldwater Scholar, Rhodes Scholarship State Finalist

Joe St. John, Bixby, Oklahoma
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Management Information Systems and Accounting
William S. Spears School of Business
Truman Scholar, USA Today Academic All-American

COLLEGE OR SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES

The following outstanding students were chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon in the Student Processional and to serve as representatives of the graduates of that college or school during the undergraduate commencement ceremonies. Each wears an honorary orange cap and gown.

College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Rachel Bobbitt
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Agricultural Communications
Lamont, Oklahoma

College of Arts and Sciences
Paige Tebow
Bachelor of Science
Journalism and Broadcasting
Lamont, Oklahoma

William S. Spears School of Business
Elizabeth Hefner Shinn
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration Marketing
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

College of Education
Kelli Fuqua
Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education
Wewoka, Oklahoma

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Ashleigh Hildebrand
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Wichita, Kansas

College of Human Environmental Sciences
Katie Ann Fleitman
Bachelor of Science in Human Environmental Sciences Design, Housing & Merchandising
Gainesville, Texas

Center for Veterinary Health Sciences
Heath Qualls
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Stratford, Oklahoma
GRADUATE COLLEGE

A. GORDON EMSLIE, DEAN

Doctor of Education

Spring 2005 Candidates

Thabet Shihdeh Abdallah
Curriculum and Instruction

Royalyn B. Arn
Occupational
and Adult Education

Miron Paul Billingsley
Occupational
and Adult Education

Jamie Lee Blevins
Higher Education

Pam Newell Bradley
School Administration

Pongchit Chitapong
School Administration

Teri Ann Cochran
Occupational
and Adult Education

Ronald D. Duggins
Occupational
and Adult Education

Rick Alan Edgington
Higher Education

Teri Lyn Ferguson
Higher Education

Jodi Rachel Green
Occupational
and Adult Education

Matthew Dean Hamilton
Higher Education

Yana Hestand
Occupational
and Adult Education

Jiuhuan Huang
Occupational
and Adult Education

Deborah Schovanec Kraker
Curriculum and Instruction

Deborah Ellen Landry
Curriculum and Instruction

Dannette Russell McIntosh
Occupational
and Adult Education

Franklin Jay Means
Educational Administration

Gareld Gene Payne
Curriculum and Instruction

Claudette Marie Peterson
Occupational
and Adult Education

Gary W. Rutledge
Higher Education

Jay Everett Smith
School Administration

Stephen Edward Smith
Educational Administration

Norman Dean Smithson
Occupational
and Adult Education

Sharon A. Sullivan
Applied Educational Studies

Willana G. Turner
Occupational
and Adult Education

Oliver Wallace, III
Curriculum and Instruction

Miriam Alfarata Ward
Curriculum and Instruction

Janice Beatrice Watkins
Occupational
and Adult Education

Jane Mary Kemezis Weilert
Applied Educational Studies

Susan Stapleton Whisenhunt
Occupational
and Adult Education

Brian David Wilson
Higher Education

Chris A. Woodard
Occupational
and Adult Education

Summer 2005 Candidates

Vickie Lee Foster
Occupational
and Adult Education

Ayasha Fritz
Occupational
and Adult Education

Marshall Van Fulghum
Higher Education

Hugh Manuel Gibson
Applied Educational Studies

Doctor of Philosophy

Spring 2005 Candidates

Mohammed Hassan Al-Hazmi
Chemistry

Consuelo Almazán-García
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Zeid Abdullah Al-Othman
Chemistry

Wing Hang Auyeung
Computer Science

Abdulaziz Ahmed Bagabas
Chemistry

Sumana Bhat
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Jon T. Biermacher
Agricultural Economics

April Morgan Borg
Human Environmental Sciences

Brad Dean Carlson
Business Administration

Bruno Ghislain Cateni
Biosystems Engineering

Aaron Flake Christensen
History

Steven Michael Coleman
Photonics

Hector Jorge Cumba
Biosystems Engineering

Brad Lee Duren
History

Amal Mostafa Elgawadi
Photonics

Mohamad Aref El-Osta
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Glen David Emerson
Human Environmental Sciences

Luke Aaron Farno
Crop Science

Elaine Chantal Fernandez
Psychology
James Edward Fitzgerald  
Chemical Engineering

Amy Christine Ganguli  
Crop Science

Eva Garringer  
Biomedical Sciences

Michel Leonard Goldstein  
Electrical Engineering

Robert Allen Greve  
Business Administration

Kimberly Ann Haala  
Psychology

Joel William Helmer  
Environmental Science

Janice Lynn Hironaka  
Plant Science

Shu-Yi Ho  
Education

Paul Adam Hoffecker  
Mechanical Engineering

Eui Yeol Hong  
Mechanical Engineering

Rachael Ann Horton  
Psychology

Tamera Layne Howard  
Human Environmental Sciences

Yan Huang  
Chemical Engineering

Amy Galadriel Biby Hurst  
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Jerry Franklin Husak  
Zoology

Brian Kelly Jackson  
Economics

Brande Lea Kettner  
Educational Psychology

Young Hie Kim  
Chemistry

Pornpitchaya Kuwalairat  
Economics

Augustine Jongik Kwon  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Vishal Lala  
Business Administration

Jack Biu Lam  
Photonics

Kyung Ah Lee  
Human Environmental Sciences

Yanzhong Li  
Electrical Engineering

Wang Lin  
Chemical Engineering

Dong Fang Liu  
Electrical Engineering

Xiaobing Liu  
Mechanical Engineering

Andrea Lynn Maas  
Crop Science

Mark Malaby  
Education

Lawrence Daniel Mapemba  
Agricultural Economics

Felix Marza-Mamani  
Crop Science

Levi Joel McBeth  
Animal Nutrition

LeLand James McKinney  
Animal Nutrition

Steven Ray Miller  
Economics

Ruchira Mitra  
Plant Pathology

Steven A. Morris  
Electrical Engineering

Justin Quetone Moss  
Crop Science

Mwarumba Mwavita  
Educational Psychology

Satish Nagaraj  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Hemant Kashinath Naikare  
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Nizam Samir Najd  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Brian Joe Neely  
Chemical Engineering

Bruce Edward Niemi  
Education

Daniel Otieno Otaye  
Plant Pathology

Satyanarayana Parayitam  
Business Administration

Jeong-Soon Park  
Economics

Semra Peksoz  
Human Environmental Sciences

James Franklin Pendergrass  
Education

Gay Elizabeth Phillips  
Sociology

Aaron Jeffrey Place  
Zoology

Zhenzhong Qi  
Chemical Engineering

Wei Ren  
Chemical Engineering

Louis Walker Rose IV  
Plant Science

Sandra Sands  
Biomedical Sciences

Lahoma Ann Schultz  
Educational Psychology

Christine Harrell Seifert  
English

Cathleen L. Skinner  
English

Timothy Allen Snider  
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Xiaomu Song  
Electrical Engineering

Aswathy Sreedharan  
Plant Pathology

Jennifer Otoka Sumner  
Educational Psychology

Scott Stanley Swanek  
Animal Nutrition

Roger Keith Teal  
Soil Science

Nagaraja Ramavadhani Thirumalapura  
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Steven Dean Thompson  
Plant Science

Fanta Toure  
Human Environmental Sciences

Iris Barron Wilson  
Environmental Science

Zhiming Yang  
Environmental Science

Adnan Beker Youself  
Animal Nutrition

Honghao Zhang  
Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology

Li Zhou  
Mechanical Engineering

Xinyun Zhu  
Mathematics

Summer 2005 Candidates

Mohammad Saad Al-Ahmadi  
Business Administration

Stacia Lynne Angell  
Educational Psychology

MD. Ali Babar  
Crop Science
Megan Sunshine Dunlap
Psychology

James Orman Barbre III
Education

Krystal Kashé Beamon
Sociology

Kiengkrai Boonlert-U-Thai
Business Administration

Noelle E. Carlozzi
Psychology

Jian Chang
Electrical Engineering

Zhongming Chen
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Gengqing Chi
Human Environmental Sciences

Kim Bernice Dielmann
Educational Psychology

Andrea Denice Dudley
Educational Psychology

Shawn Lowell Hirsch
Educational Psychology

Shih-Ming Hu
Human Environmental Sciences

Jeanine Marie Huss
Environmental Science

Deana Jelovac
Business Administration

Sang-Chul Kim
Electrical Engineering

Hae Young Lee
Human Environmental Sciences

Pedro Gesbase Lima
Electrical Engineering

Adelina Longoria
Psychology

Heather Elaine Murphy
Educational Psychology

Byron Norton Quinn
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Sivakumar Ramalingam
Chemical Engineering

Jeffrey Lynn Whitworth
Business Administration

Joe Dwayne Wilmoth
Human Environmental Sciences

Baojun Xie
Chemical Engineering

Specialist in Education
Spring 2005 Candidates

Kathryn Elizabeth Gilbert
Education

Jamie Renee Guthrie
Education

Suneeta Subba Iyer Mani
Education

Allison Leigh Schneider
Education

Mika Leigh Shelton
Education

Dana Sue Tiffany
Education

Michelle Rene Warren
Education

Master of Agriculture
Spring 2005 Candidates

Jean Marie Bond
Agriculture

Nilay Daga
Agriculture

Matthew Glen Elliott
Agriculture

Grant Lee James
Agriculture

Ryan Landwehr
Agriculture

Sara Treasa McGaha
Agriculture

Lisa Marie Pace
Agriculture

Otis Jefferson Pye IV
Agriculture

Jennifer M. Scott
Agriculture

Dodi Renee Wear
Agriculture

Jessica Chase Welch
Agriculture

Master of Architecture
Spring 2005 Candidates

Ahmad Youssef Kachmar
Architecture

Master of Arts
Spring 2005 Candidates

Elena Alexandrovna Andreeva
English

Jeremy Drew Austin
History

John William Bates V
Philosophy

Chesna Jane Braniger
Philosophy

Aaron Christian Carlson
Political Science

Michael Charles Carnuccio
Political Science

Christopher Daniel Clark
History

Kyle Brandon Davis
Theater

Robin Jean Dixon
English

Kathy Ann Garrison
History

Jeff D. Goss
Political Science

Aigul Esentaevna Kaikenova
Political Science

Mary Ann Kenney
Political Science

Katie Michelle Kummers
Philosophy

Zhong Li
Political Science

Suzane A. Mneimneh
Political Science

Caleb Stephen Puckett
English

Amy Lea Sharp-Clingan
English

Cortney Layne Stone
History
Elizabeth A. Thomas  
English

Daniel Allan Trippett  
Philosophy

Jeremy Leonard Wells  
History

Jera Dawn Winters  
Theater

**Summer 2005 Candidates**

David Eric Archer  
Human Development and Family Sciences

Rachel Lopes Bernardes  
History

Polina Petrova Chemishanova  
English

Miriam Elizabeth Love  
English

Patricia Anne Sanders  
English

Arnita Sitasari  
Political Science

Su-Ling Sun  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Jeffrey Spencer Withey  
Philosophy

**Master of Business Administration**

**Spring 2005 Candidates**

Alayna Dawn Arnold  
Business Administration

James Hagan Barnes  
Business Administration

James Michael Benien, Jr.  
Business Administration

Micah Marie Bennett  
Business Administration

Adonis C. Brewer  
Business Administration

Christian Sean Brooker  
Business Administration

Brian David Burnham  
Business Administration

James Russell Burnham  
Business Administration

Kaustubh Chaturvedi  
Business Administration

Zhi Chen  
Business Administration

Jose Pablo De La Roca  
Business Administration

Ephanie Kay DeBey  
Business Administration

Amit Hasmukh Desai  
Business Administration

Sage Clinton Flower  
Business Administration

Caroline Elizabeth Foust  
Business Administration

Rebecca Barbara Fuhrman  
Business Administration

Danielle Elise Gallagher  
Business Administration

Kayna Kathleen Golightly  
Business Administration

Johnnie Jacob Green  
Business Administration

Lisa N. Griffin  
Business Administration

Saurabh Gupta  
Business Administration

Vinay Sheel Gupta  
Business Administration

Craig Lee Hannan  
Business Administration

Melissa Rey Hedrick  
Business Administration

Autumn Marie Hood  
Business Administration

Mark Ashley Horton  
Business Administration

Derrick Cordell Hughey  
Business Administration

Amber Lynn Hunter  
Business Administration

Johnathan Carl Hutson  
Business Administration

Sanjeev Jain  
Business Administration

Bradley David Jenkins  
Business Administration

Brien Thomas Kelley  
Business Administration

Lee Cherk Khor  
Business Administration

Jessica Suzanne King  
Business Administration

Krishna R. Kumar  
Business Administration

Danny Dale Lame  
Business Administration

Christopher Paul Latvala  
Business Administration

Erandi Ramitha Lelwela  
Business Administration

Gregory W. Magness  
Business Administration

Bonnie Jo McClarnon  
Business Administration

Thomas James McClure  
Business Administration

Archana Menon  
Business Administration

Michael Wade Miller  
Business Administration

Michelle Lee Minton  
Business Administration

Shailesh Mishra  
Business Administration

David Matthew Moore  
Business Administration

Ryan Michael Moore  
Business Administration

Tyler Kyle Mullman  
Business Administration

Riju John Myladumkunnel  
Business Administration

Johnnetta Denise Nesbitt  
Business Administration

Melissa Jean Noftsger  
Business Administration

Joseph Shawn Pope  
Business Administration

Amy Adena Rieman  
Business Administration

Amy B. Roberts  
Business Administration

Lindsay Alison Rutledge  
Business Administration

Jason Paul Sampson  
Business Administration

Jameson Todd Smith  
Business Administration

Stephen Morton Sparks  
Business Administration

Nancy Ann Sproul  
Business Administration

William John Stava  
Business Administration

John Robert Sulton  
Business Administration
Ryan Boynton Tate  
Business Administration

Marc Andrew Tower  
Business Administration

Chiao-Ju Tsai  
Business Administration

Sheng-Hui Tsai  
Business Administration

Arvind Ramakrishnarao Velichety  
Business Administration

Sarah Beth White  
Business Administration

James D. Wickey  
Business Administration

Jen Fu Yeh  
Business Administration

Summer 2005 Candidates

Chun Guo  
Business Administration

Master of Music

Spring 2005 Candidates

Li-Ju Chen  
Pedagogy and Performance

Scott Grame Jackson  
Pedagogy and Performance

Michael Casey Muncher  
Pedagogy and Performance

Micah Ryan Schirado  
Pedagogy and Performance

Daymon Paul Sherin  
Pedagogy and Performance

Daniel Brent Stevens  
Pedagogy and Performance

Master of Science

Spring 2005 Candidates

Pauline Y. Aad  
Animal Science

Ben Nicholas Abbott  
Geology

Abdul Nizam Abdul Samadh  
Mechanical Engineering

Tauseef Ahmad  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Mayte Mireya Alemán Muñoz  
Animal Science

Robert Gene Allen  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Paul Obinwanne Amaliri  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Venugopal Anantharamakumar  
Electrical Engineering

Kendra Kay Anderson  
Health and Human Performance

Richard Hunter Anderson  
Environmental Science

Amber Leigh Annis  
Accounting

Arun Kumar Aravind  
Telecommunications Management

Monica L. Armendariz  
Psychology

Ron N. Arnold  
Engineering and Technology Management

Morgan Dean Ashworth Jr.  
Animal Science

Dee Anne Atkins  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Milton Andrew Austin III  
Computer Science

Perzad Dara Avari  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Mohammad M. Awad  
Electrical Engineering

Shahid Azam  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Dinesh Babu  
Plant and Soil Science

Kavitha Bade  
Mechanical Engineering

William Brett Bailey  
Fire and Emergency Management Administration

Bruce Aaron Baillio  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Anupama Balachandran  
Chemical Engineering

Kavitha Balaiyan  
Mechanical Engineering

Trang Ball  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Harish Janardhan Bangera  
Biosystems Engineering

Arthur Lee Barker  
Engineering and Technology Management

Kristen Lee Barnett  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Ameet Barve  
Accounting

Thomas William Baty  
Telecommunications Management

Wesley James Baucke  
Geology

Kyle Aaron Belitz  
Accounting

John Christopher Bell  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Luke Allen Bell  
Plant and Soil Science

Laura Marie Benware  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Robert T. Biffle  
Geography

Casey Elizabeth Bigelow  
Accounting

Muhammad Bilal  
Computer Science

Teresa M. Billings  
Leisure Studies

Spandana Bodapati  
Computer Science

Chad Jarrod Boeckman  
Zoology

Jacob Gene Boedecker  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Steven Mathew Bogadi  
Mechanical Engineering

Hema Latha Boggavarapu  
Design, Housing and Merchandising

Edyth Louise Bonham  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Brian Hudson Booth  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Cheryl ReNeé Boyer
Horticulture

Linda R. Bradford
Family Relations and Child Development

Ginny M. Bradley
Mathematics

David Brata
Accounting

Maranda Mae Bratten
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Shanna Lea Bridges
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Erika Brooks
Agricultural Education

Erin Rebecca Brown
Curriculum and Instruction

Gary Wayne Brown
Telecommunications Management

Susan Camille Henderson Burke
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Abraham Luke Burrell
Human Development and Family Sciences

Deena Leigh Bushong
Plant and Soil Science

Scott Christopher Byrd
Environmental Science

Marsha F. Campbell
Environmental Science

Camden Rebecca Carr
Human Development and Family Sciences

Angela Castano
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Mark Brandon Cates
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Michel Anthony Cazayoux
Telecommunications Management

Kamil Kani Celik
Civil Engineering

Silvio Ceschini
Hospitality Administration

Subhayan Chakraborty
Industrial Engineering and Management

Zelalem Teklu Chala
Agricultural Economics

Carissa J. Champlin
International Studies

Eric Rocklon Chapin
International Studies

Tonya Michelle Chapman
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Kaveta Chelliah
Industrial Engineering and Management

Ting-Chang Chen
Electrical Engineering

Hung-Ju Chien
Economics

Melissa Grace Childs-Ward
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Mohan Raj Chinnaswamy
Industrial Engineering and Management

Karthik Chinnayan
Muthukumaraswamy
Computer Science

Swarali S. Cholkar
Telecommunications Management

Roy Thomas Churchwell
Wildlife and Fisheries Ecology

Justin Delaney Clark
Electrical Engineering

Rodney Edward Clayton
Sociology

Collin Michael Coburn
Natural and Applied Sciences

Janette Gayle Colbert
Natural and Applied Sciences

Scott Bryan Cole
Electrical Engineering

Marline Renee Collins
Geology

Leslie Michelle Colvard
Communication Sciences and Disorders

April Christine Conner
Hospitality Administration

Glenna Faye Cooper
Family Relations and Child Development

Philippe C. Corbaz
Applied Behavioral Studies

Mario Alberto Cornejo Barriere
Industrial Engineering and Management

Kelly Lynn Courkamp
Engineering and Technology Management

William Ryan Crawley
Natural and Applied Sciences

Brock Kent Crews
Mechanical Engineering

David Bryan Cripps
Accounting

Kelli Christene Croucher
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Jennifer Anne Cubbage
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

William Aaron Cubbage
Agricultural Economics

Viola Marie Dallas
Human Development and Family Sciences

Terrie Ann Dally
Human Development and Family Sciences

Marcia Anne Dalton
Animal Science

Cherdena Naomi Daniel
Design, Housing and Merchandising

Joseph Henry Dannenbaum III
Health and Human Performance

Erin Deann Darcey
Natural and Applied Sciences

Julia Annette Davenport
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Amanda Elisabeth White Davis
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Jose Pablo De La Roca
Telecommunications Management

Kenneth Nelson DeBell
Quantitative Financial Economics

Bo Deng
Computer Science

Chad L. Depperschmidt
Natural and Applied Sciences

Amit Hasmukh Desai
Telecommunications Management
Richard Randy DesNoyers  
Telecommunications Management

Adam Alexander DeVries  
Geology

Amit Dewan  
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Deepak Domalapally  
Electrical Engineering

Robert Harvey Duncan  
Accounting

Lyn Danielle Early  
Food Science

Dustin L. Eisenhauer  
Accounting

Justin D. Eisenhauer  
Accounting

Khadija Ejaz  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Maria Antoine Elberry  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Lee Andrew Elizondo  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Shelly Leigh Elizondo  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Doak Allen Elliott  
Accounting

Misty Mikay Elliott  
Environmental Science

Sara Adriana Elliott  
Community Counseling

Sandra Marie-Clare Ellis  
Forensic Sciences

Mohammad Elyyan  
Mechanical Engineering

Douglas Brent Enns  
Engineering and Technology Management

Erin Paige Epperson  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Erick David Paul Erickson  
Civil Engineering

Kathleen S. Ervin  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Claudia Elizabeth Escobar Pineda  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Ashley Lynn Ethridge  
Nutritional Sciences

Kassidy Donn Eubanks  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Frank Fitzgerald Fairbanks  
Accounting

Lucille Ann Faulkner-Schneider  
Family Relations and Child Development

Lucille Ann Faulkner-Schneider  
Human Development and Family Sciences

Christina Ann Featherston  
Civil Engineering

Christopher Robert Feit  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Daniel Lynn Feller  
Engineering and Technology Management

Tais Helena Ferrera  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Brett Michael Fidler  
Environmental Science

Lori Rebecca Finlayson  
Educational Leadership Studies

Judith A. Finley  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Jan Marie First  
Environmental Engineering

Anne Marie Flanagan  
Nutritional Sciences

Linda Jane Fleming  
International Studies

Aaron Lloyd Foutch  
Control Systems Engineering

Chloe Baine Fowler-Croley  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Celeste Ann Fox  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Sonja D. Fox  
Family Relations and Child Development

Stephanie Lynn Fox  
International Studies

Cydney Ann Francis  
Health and Human Performance

Ma Elizabeth Borlaza Fuentes  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Angela Kay Fuller  
Accounting

Xiaojun Gao  
Electrical Engineering

Brenda Sue Garrett  
Higher Education

Rebecca Jewell Gates  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Jeby Sam George  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Christopher Carroll Gill  
Engineering and Technology Management

Lourinda Renée Givens  
Fire and Emergency Management Administration

David M. Glenn  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Jimmy Go  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

James Ross Goeller  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Samir Gokhale  
Computer Science

Chad Lee Goodwin  
Health, Physical Education, and Leisure

Radhakrishnan Gopalsamy  
Computer Science

Sandra Kay Grace  
Human Development and Family Sciences

Kenneth Wilson Graham  
Mass Communications

Michael W. Gravitt  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Arpit Dilip Gujarathi  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Melisa Gulick  
Forensic Sciences

Karthic Gunasekaran  
Computer Science

Qiang Guo  
Statistics

Stacy Marie Hall  
Human Environmental Sciences

Gayla Ann Hancock  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Stacee Annetta Harmon  
Electrical Engineering
H. Craig Harryman  
Quantitative Financial Economics

Yuko Hasegawa  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Matthew William Henneke  
Statistics

Matthew Trevor Henson  
International Studies

John David Hermes  
Telecommunications Management

Victor Hernandez Gordillo  
Plant Pathology

Cathy Diane Herren  
Agricultural Communications

Matthew Reed Herrill  
Health and Human Performance

Joe Ryan Hershberger  
Electrical Engineering

Kasie Dawn Hickman  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Kaycie Marie Hicks  
Community Counseling

Ronda J. Hill  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Akiko Himes  
Computer Science

Robbie Michele Holder  
Health and Human Performance

Kevin Lee Holmes  
Educational Leadership Studies

Hsi-Yue Sean Hsiao  
Computer Science

Krystle Paige Hughes  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Michael Franklin Hughes  
Engineering and Technology Management

Harry Winston Hunt  
Forensic Sciences

Faheem Hussain  
Telecommunications Management

Mushtahsan Iqbal  
Telecommunications Management

Bryan Stewart Irwin  
Electrical Engineering

Melody Myers Isbell  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Steven Lee Jackson  
Engineering and Technology Management

Vipul Jain  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Sai Chaitanya Jampana  
Computer Science

Carroll Louise Johnson  
Health and Human Performance

Kimberly Marie Johnson  
Accounting

Amanda Faith Jones  
Agricultural Education

Joseph Lynn Jones  
Environmental Engineering

Tara Reza Jones  
Accounting

Vengadasalam Kalivarathan  
Mechanical Engineering

Vijay Kalpathi  
Chemical Engineering

Ganesh Kanbargi  
Mechanical Engineering

Martin Tamanda Kanjada  
International Studies

Neepa Kankaria  
Electrical Engineering

Leon J Kao  
Engineering and Technology Management

Tracy Ellen Kast  
Occupational and Adult Education

Brian Keith Kastl  
Mechanical Engineering

Milan Kattel  
Mechanical Engineering

Atul Ramesh Katti  
Mechanical Engineering

Narendra Babu Kayathi  
Electrical Engineering

Kathleen Marie Kenney  
Geology

Kashif Khan  
Computer Science

Chia Ling Khoo  
Design, Housing and Merchandising

Moh Keat Khoo  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Jiyoung Kim  
Design, Housing and Merchandising

Jamie Marie King  
Agricultural Communications

Amy Elinene Kirk  
Engineering and Technology Management

Joni M. Klumpp  
Agricultural Economics

Kenneth Clyde Koch  
Mass Communications

Raghu Koppanathi  
Electrical Engineering

Trina Sue Krauss  
Mechanical Engineering

Bradley Scott Kriel  
Control Systems Engineering

Vidya Krithivasan  
Electrical Engineering

Hung-Chih Ku  
Statistics

Parveen Kumar  
Environmental Engineering

Shailendra Kumar  
International Studies

Srikar Kura  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Caroline Smitherman Kyger  
Family Relations and Child Development

Jennifer Lee Lambert  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Emily Anne Lancaster  
Nutritional Sciences

Deborah Sue Landon  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Angelina Ramona Larsen  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Jung-Hun Lee  
Accounting

Kok-Loong Lee  
Mechanical Engineering

Hugo Andres Lemos Romero  
Telecommunications Management

Andrea Marie Lile  
Human Resources and Adult Education

Kittiphong Limpasurat  
Agricultural Economics

Jennifer Irene Linden  
Natural and Applied Sciences
Jeremy Heath Lindenau  
Family Relations and Child Development

Jason L. Lindley  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Shu-Chuan Liu  
Hospitality Administration

Sai Venu Gopal Lolla  
Mechanical Engineering

Christopher Paul Lorantfy  
Control Systems Engineering

James Dale Lovett  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Kristin Beth Lowe  
Nutritional Sciences

Andrew David Lowery  
International Studies

Ryan Lee Luter  
Agricultural Economics

Katie Beth Lutke  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Anthony Esheminye Luyai  
Animal Science

Sheila Ann Lynch  
Human Development and Family Sciences

Olaoluwa Ayokunle Mabadeje  
Telecommunications Management

Karine Pinheiro Machado  
International Studies

Julie Ava Macomb  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Aaron Jacob Maestas  
Engineering and Technology Management

Eugenie Windkouni Haoua Maiga  
Agricultural Economics

Srilatha Malka  
Chemistry

Jennifer J. Manley  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Jhodig José Marcano  
Electrical Engineering

Joy Nell Martin  
Human Resources and Adult Education

Kent Lee Martin  
Plant and Soil Science

Konya Irene Martin  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Sivakumar Mathanagopalan  
Mechanical Engineering

Ann Mary Mathew  
Environmental Engineering

Sarah Elizabeth Hopping Matousek  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Jeffrey Michael Mattis  
Health and Human Performance

Sandra McCoy  
Food Science

Stefanie Jeanne McLain  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Jennifer Renée Means  
Educational Leadership Studies

Kristine J. Merchant  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Chris Michael Messer  
Sociology

Christopher Paul Metcalf  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Msengi Kabala Mgonella  
Civil Engineering

Brian I. Miller  
Psychology

Carissa Dawn Miller  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Joanne Marie Minor  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Shailesh Mishra  
Telecommunications Management

Jill Catherine Missal  
Fire and Emergency Management Administration

Veronica Marie Mitchell  
Sociology

Timothy Joe Molencupp  
Engineering and Technology Management

Marty Shane Monigold  
Natural and Applied Sciences

James Michael Moody  
Forensic Sciences

Brenda Lucrecia Morales  
Psychology

Jagadeesh Mosali  
Telecommunications Management

Jennifer Ann Mosburg  
Nutritional Sciences

Ali Moshfeghian  
Chemical Engineering

Mallikarjuna Reddy Mudiam  
Control Systems Engineering

Abhishek Mukherjee  
Electrical Engineering

Kelli Renae Parrish Muncher  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Sumakwel Refol Muralla  
Computer Science

April Dianna Murray  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Anar Djumadylovna Musabaeva  
International Studies

Russell Lee Nabors  
Food Science

Traci Lianne Naile  
Agricultural Communications

Vidya Namasiyam  
International Studies

Roshini Nambiar  
Zoology

Pranay Kumar Namilakonda  
Chemical Engineering

Umasankar Natanakumar  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Regina T. Nelson  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Travis William Neville  
Hospitality Administration

Soo Ping Ng  
International Studies

Carla Annette Nicholson  
Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology

Anandha Gajapathi Raju Nidadavolu  
Mechanical Engineering

Uma-Chinmayee Nirmal  
Computer Science

Wendy Kathryn Nofsger  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Gerard Nsabimana  
Agricultural Economics
Thomas Anthony O’Brien, Jr.  
Engineering and Technology Management

Rebecca Kate Oden  
Human Development and Family Sciences

Cynthia Ann Odle  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Asrar Ahmed Omer  
Computer Science

Vivian Omojo Onoja  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Rebecca Ann Ostermann  
Biosystems Engineering

Vijay Kumar Oza  
Hospitality Administration

Kristi Lee Ozbun  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Esra Burcu Ozdemir  
Geology

Sankaranarayanan K. Padmanabhan  
Mechanical Engineering

Padmauathy Pagilla  
Computer Science

Alexandria Lauren Palousek  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Santosh Navinchandra Panchal  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Vivek Pandey  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Rajbarath Paneerselvam  
Environmental Engineering

Kalyan Parajuli  
Electrical Engineering

Laihyun Park  
International Studies

Todd Babak Parnian  
Electrical Engineering

Bryan LeRoy Dowden Parrott  
Telecommunications Management

Vishal Paramkumar Patel  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Ravindra Hiraman Patil  
Mechanical Engineering

Justin Lee Patterson  
Engineering and Technology Management

Jennifer Jayne Paul  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Stephanie Janel Payne  
Agricultural Education

Ravi Vamshidhar Peddi  
Mechanical Engineering

Robert Lee Pennington  
Engineering and Technology Management

Cory Michael Peranich  
Environmental Science

Jeswin Georgie Philip  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Pavan Kumar Pothuri  
Telecommunications Management

Alexander Gabriel Price  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Debra Kaye Price  
Statistics

Mindaugas Pukstas  
International Studies

Michael Radovich  
Control Systems Engineering

Rohit Kumar Raghav  
Mechanical Engineering

Devanathan Raghavan  
Mechanical Engineering

Ashok Rajendran  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Madhan P. Ramakrishnan  
Mechanical Engineering

Suchitra Ramani  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Arasavel Ramaraj  
Computer Science

Sarah Mae Rector  
Accounting

Kevin G. Reid  
Accounting

Michael Kent Reynolds  
Computer Science

Chad S. Rhinewald  
Geography

Jamie Elizabeth Rice  
Human Development and Family Sciences

Wynn Gerald Richards III  
Engineering and Technology Management

Shannon Cleone Richardson  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Pamela Ann Richeson  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Theresa Elizabeth Rizzi  
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Jason Nathaniel Robinson  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Joseph Robinson  
Engineering and Technology Management

Mireya Roman-Nunez  
Food Science

Megan Maureen Rossiter  
Animal Science

Mark Jeffrey Russell  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Sivanadiyan Sabari Kannan  
Computer Science

Joy Sadhu  
Environmental Science

Sunil Kumar Sahai  
Accounting

Ryan Thomas Salisbury  
Electrical Engineering

Kashif Salman  
Electrical Engineering

Faith Adele Whitfield Sanders  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Snehal Baburao Sangle  
Mechanical Engineering

Cody Sankey  
Animal Science

Steven Phillip Schaal  
Environmental Science

Barbara Lynn Schardt  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Douglas Richard Schrage  
Fire and Emergency Management Administration

Heather Marie Schroeder  
Applied Behavioral Studies

Jong Ho Seol  
Computer Science

Melissa Marie Severe  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Amit Moti Sharma  
Electrical Engineering

Dawn Michelle Reser Sheaffer  
Design, Housing and Merchandising
Audrey Brooke Sheridan  
Entomology

Daniel Lee Sherman  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Nilesh Nathu Shimpi  
Mechanical Engineering

Russell E. Simkins  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Stacey Anne Slaughter  
Engineering and Technology Management

Lacey Michele Smith  
Food Science

Kevin Robert Solomon  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Catherine L Sonleitner  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Vasanth Soundararajan  
Electrical Engineering

Jamie Michelle Spann  
Accounting

Sabarish Sreemulanathan  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Arvind Srihari  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Melissa Marie Stefos  
Geology

Clinton M. Stephens  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Michelle Dawn Stone  
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Bala Subramanian Sudalayandi Pillai  
Mechanical Engineering

Nandan Sudarsanam  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Thomas Andrew Sullivan  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Chaohui Sun  
Computer Science

Matthew Allen Sunday  
Telecommunications Management

Jennifer Megan Sweet  
Counseling and Student Personnel

Serjii Sydorenko  
International Studies

Seak-Hwa Tan  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Naomi Tanabe  
Mathematics

Chih Chien Tang  
Mechanical Engineering

Vanessa Dawn Taylor  
Accounting

Jeffrey Harrison Teel  
Engineering and Technology Management

Shanti Priya Tenneti  
Mechanical Engineering

Nikki Lynn Terry  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Nikhil Harish Thaker  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Rungnapa Thamsrivilai  
International Studies

Scott Russell Thomason  
Mechanical Engineering

Divyabhama Thoppiah  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Adam Wayne Tittor  
Animal Science

Hongi Chandra Tjan  
Computer Science

Aarthi Trivesaloor Narayanan  
Computer Science

Elizabeth Anne Ulrickson  
Health and Human Performance

Anand Uplaonkar  
Mechanical Engineering

Sri Harsha Uppaluri  
Telecommunications Management

Martin Anthony Uranga  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Nicholas John Utrup  
Wildlife and Fisheries Ecology

Abhishek Vikas Utturkar  
Mechanical Engineering

Linnea Marie Van Eman  
Educational Psychology

Diane Sim Varner  
Mass Communications

Narayanan Veerapuram Srinivasan  
Industrial Engineering and Management

Chakradhar V. Velvadapu  
Mechanical Engineering

Rajkumar Vijayaraman  
Computer Science

Ramya Viswanathan  
Electrical Engineering

Heidi Paula VonArx  
Health and Human Performance

Svitlana Vylezhhanina  
International Studies

Prashant Narayan Wadhwa  
Mechanical Engineering

Kenneth Ray Walling  
Electrical Engineering

Yanrong Wang  
Statistics

Kimberly Diane Ward  
Health, Physical Education, and Leisure

Whitney Lee Warren  
Human Development and Family Sciences

Michael Alton Waters  
Electrical Engineering

Christopher Garsamba Weay, Jr.  
Engineering and Technology Management

Amy Michelle Webster  
Accounting

Kathryn Andrews Wells  
Natural and Applied Sciences

Lori Jean Werbeck  
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Stacy Jean Stubblefield West  
Mass Communications

Tiffany Jane Weston  
Zoology

Pamela Dawn Weston  
Zoology

Teresa L. Widick  
Family Relations and Child Development

Mark Steven Wilson  
Engineering and Technology Management

Michael Christopher Wolfe  
Quantitative Financial Economics
Christopher B. Woods  
Computer Science  
Malena Blakley Woodward  
Counseling  
and Student Personnel  
Lisa Nicole Worthley  
Counseling  
and Student Personnel  
Jeremy Frederick Wright  
Quantitative Financial  
Economics  
Ye Xiong  
Physics  
Huawen Xu  
Computer Science  
Tao Yang  
Economics  
Cheng-Ting Eddy Yeh  
Computer Science  
Sitong Yuan  
Natural and Applied Sciences  
Yihong Zang  
Computer Science  
Tong Zhang  
Agricultural Economics

Summer 2005 Candidates

James Marshall Alexander  
Economics  
Sonali Ashok Ambre  
Environmental Engineering  
Jeyarathan Arjunan  
Chemical Engineering  
Lori Lynn Atkins  
Natural and Applied Sciences  
Srikant Balan  
Telecommunications Management  
Jeffrey Neal Bartlett  
Sociology  
Thomas John Bartnick  
Natural and Applied Sciences  
Colleen G. Bennett  
Environmental Science  
Aruna Murty Bhamidipati  
Environmental Engineering  
Jessica Lee Bird  
Forensic Sciences  
Sarah Louise Bourland  
Counseling  
and Student Personnel  
Carlo Branca  
Electrical Engineering  
Melanie Anne Burgess  
Teaching, Learning  
and Leadership  
Melissa Kaye Burling  
Accounting  
Elizabeth Grove XVI April M. Burrows  
International Studies  
Stacy J. Burrows  
Human Development  
and Family Sciences  
Sarah Elizabeth Chabinak  
Counseling  
and Student Personnel  
Sheau Ching Chai  
Nutritional Sciences  
Nisha Chandy  
Electrical Engineering  
Nalini Malleshwari Cheruku  
Industrial Engineering and Management  
Myungsu Choi  
Computer Science  
Shayne Renee Cole  
Environmental Science  
Casey Ryan Cook  
Accounting  
Jeremiah Ross Copeland  
Natural and Applied Sciences  
Jason Wayne Cox  
Teaching, Learning  
and Leadership  
Mary Cara Craig  
Health and Human Performance  
Jeff Alan DeLancy  
Accounting  
Shankar Devkota  
Agricultural Economics  
Justin Michael Dill  
Natural and Applied Sciences  
Tanya Renee Dillingham  
Counseling  
and Student Personnel  
Brooke Nicole Disney  
Environmental Science  
Rajender Kumar Dyavanapally  
Electrical Engineering  
Melissa Rose Gentry  
Zoology  
Gwendolyn Jane Glasser  
Counseling  
and Student Personnel  
Dong C. Go  
Electrical Engineering  
Jon-Scott N. Godsey  
Health, Physical Education, and Leisure  
Dheeratbabu Gulluru  
Computer Science  
Pattie Ruth Haga  
Management Info Systems/Accounting  
Kelly Alayne Hager  
Nutritional Sciences  
Gary Richard Haler  
Engineering and Technology Management  
Craig Ott Hamilton  
Agricultural Economics  
Josie LaDawn Hawkins  
Teaching, Learning  
and Leadership  
Lisa Marie Heusser  
Natural and Applied Sciences  
Amanda Ruth Hill  
Agricultural Economics  
Andrea Katherine Horne  
Teaching, Learning  
and Leadership  
Michele Lee Hough  
Sociology  
Jen-Wei Huang  
Biosystems Engineering  
Sarah Marie Hudgens  
Teaching, Learning  
and Leadership  
Kendall Matthew Hurst  
Chemical Engineering  
Jason Reginald Jackson  
Accounting  
Krishnan Jagathrakshakan  
Mechanical Engineering  
Dawnelle Lorene Jeffrey  
Teaching, Learning  
and Leadership  
Fernando Rafael Jimenez  
International Studies  
Tasneem Yunus Kanpurwala  
Computer Science  
Swathi Kasa  
Management Info Systems/Accounting  
Gurpreet Kaur  
Teaching, Learning  
and Leadership  
Susan Rene Keeton  
Health and Human Performance  
Jin Kim  
Accounting
Benjamin Thomas Knowles
Engineering and Technology Management

Laura Kathryn Knutson
Community Counseling

Li Li Kong
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Aaron Michael Kuntz
Teaching, Learning and Leadership

Salman Latif
Computer Science

Byoungwoo Lee
Environmental Science

Chin-Yin Lee
Chemical Engineering

Man Luo
Statistics

Stella Moraa Machooka
Environmental Science

Noel Charles Manning
Telecommunications Management

Robert Dale Martinez
Economics

Sreeja Matookkaran
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Dina L. Miller
Forensic Sciences

Rachelle Claire Miller
Accounting

Maria Lynne Moccia-Wolff
Accounting

Thu Morgavi
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Jocelyn Anna Newcomer
Accounting

Jennifer Marie Newman
Accounting

Leland Terry Newton
Environmental Science

Yen Nee Ng
Hospitality Administration

Jeannette Lynn Nicolas
Counseling and Student Personnel

Venkatram Harihara Padmanabhan
Chemical Engineering

Reenu Pandey
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences

Anagha Bhaskar Patade
Nutritional Sciences

Laura Anne Peitz
Counseling and Student Personnel

Vijay Varma Penamatsa
Electrical Engineering

Poornima Krishna Pillai
Geography

Jill Joann Pogemiller
Forensic Sciences

Sowmya Poreddy
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Sunni Leigh Poteet
International Studies

Keerthi Reddy Pothureddy
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Jami Kay Prado
International Studies

Divya Reddy Pyreddy
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Johnny Earl Quisenberry Jr.
Mechanical Engineering

Sally Jane Raftery
Counseling and Student Personnel

Narayanan Ramani
Hospitality Administration

Pavitra Ramkumar
Electrical Engineering

Sirigudi Rahul Rao
Chemical Engineering

Devipriya Ravindranath
Chemical Engineering

Katie Lee Reim
Agricultural Communications

Srinivasan Rengaraju
Industrial Engineering and Management

Tammy May Rohrer
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Nithya Sankaranarayanan
Control Systems Engineering

Anuradha Sappanimuthu
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Katie M. Scott
Community Counseling

Srivastav Sethupathy
Computer Science

Amit D. Shah
Industrial Engineering and Management

Ramjee Prasad Sharma
Mathematics

Sharan Kumar Sivakumar
Computer Science

Girisha Sivaraman
Industrial Engineering and Management

Kathleen Nicole Smith
Wildlife and Fisheries Ecology

Issoufou Soumala
Economics

Kannan Srirpathy
Industrial Engineering and Management

Aswin Subanthore
Geography

Faiza Syed
Management Info Systems/Accounting

Jaspreet S. Taneja
Telecommunications Management

Mohammad Anas Tarsha
Telecommunications Management

Eden G. Tessema
Civil Engineering

Manoj Thapa
Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology

Monika Nicholc Turek
Accounting

Kuma Christi Turner
Human Development and Family Sciences

Dharmik Rasiklal Vadel
Environmental Engineering

Senthilkumaran Veerasamy Sampath
Industrial Engineering and Management

Vijay Bhaskar Venkataraman
Electrical Engineering

Ramesh Vishwanathan
Biosystems Engineering

Vivek Vishwanathan
Electrical Engineering

Yue Wang
Computer Science

Keila Carlynn Whitaker
Educational Leadership Studies
Cristée Malora Wright
Microbiology, Cell
   and Molecular Biology
Beī Xu
Computer Science
Jīnlan Yān
Accounting
Pratīma Yerramilli
Mechanical Engineering
Noman Mohammad Younus
Electrical Engineering
Quīfan Zhang
Mathematics
Cynthia Denise Zugelder
Teaching, Learning
   and Leadership
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Spring 2005 Candidates

Natasha Maria Amari
Karen Elizabeth Anderson
Becky Marie Andrle
Jason Aaron Banaszak
Mark A. Barker
Jessica Leigh Baxter
Valerie Barbara Bays
Catrina Ann Black
Emily Rae Blackwood
William Robert Bonner
Jacob Ryan Boyer
Rebecca Elizabeth Brahm
Tamara Sue Bridges
Dustin Michael Brown
Heather Lorraine Cameron
Greg Scott Carlson
DeAnna F. Carter
John Wayne Coatney
Kelli Layne Combs
Lauren Elizabeth Dennis
Laura Viktoria Devai-Laufenberg
Adam A. Dobbels
Jennifer Ann Dodge
Amanda Dawn Elmenhorst
Audrie L. Espinosa
Mika Jeromy Ford
Jamie Fournier
Ryan Paul Geisler
Gabriel Gomez
Ashley Brook Harrison
Todd Bryan Hayden
Aaron Lew Heintz
Kellie Dyan Herrington
Wesley Thomas Hood
Danielle Dawn Husted
Stacy Ann Ivins
DannielleMaryann Jackson
Emily Marie Lack
Kyle James Ledford
Anthony Loomis
Michael Kyle Loudenslager
Shane Dale Lyon
Christina Marie Makarim
Melana Brooke Martens
Jaclyn Gail Martin-Abernathy
Marcella Jeanne Mathis
Betsy Erin McCune
Clayton William McKinney
Kelly Ann McMahon
Robert E. Miller
Pedro A. Moreno
Matthew Ryan Nimmo
Adesola Olufunto Odunayo
Amy Christine Oliver
Denise Ann Olmstead
Karen Marie Patti
Angela Dawn Peck
Zachary Dean Phillips
Stanna Gail Pope
Heath James Qualls
Kimberly Brooke Reeds
Zachary Hunter Ricker
Mary Louise Spears
Kelli Anne Tobin
Mary Elizabeth Trimble
Heather Diane Walker
Zamantha Erin Watson
Bret Wayne White

Summer 2005 Candidates

Jolene Marie North
Mary Renee Scott
Doctor of Osteopathy
Spring 2005 Candidates

Natasha Renee Ahmed
Arielle Marie Allen
Leigh P. Anderson
Ted Steve Auchritz III
Jana Michele Ayres
Sean B. Baker
Michael A. Baxter
Brooke Elizabeth Brander
Sean K. Benton
Michele K. Bucholtz
Stephanie K. Burgess
Bryan Patrick Burns
David Wayne Campbell
Keri S. Campbell
Tu Hong Cao
Tessa Lynn Chesher
Whitney L. Cline
John David Conley
Ryan P. Conley
Alan Dale Cornett
Elizabeth K. Couch-Harris
Debra Anne Crawford
Heather Denise Cribbs
Julie Curry
Rola E. Eid
David Edward Eisenhauer
Sarah R. Elneser
Rebecca Jo Everhart
Joshua Michael Everhart
Lesley Virginia Ferguson
Aaron Patrick Fieker
Summer Anne Fillmore
Steven Jerome Finley
Anastasia Camille Fisher
Jason J. Forbes
Arlen Ray Foulks
Shawn K. French
Ron M. Gann
Pamela R. Garner
Brian W. Gaskill
Scott Anthony Ghere
Eric Paul Baratelli Goodspeed
Matthew Preston Green
Marta Louise Greer
Sarah Martin Hall
Megan Ashley Meyer Hanner
Brian Trent Harris
Cara Marie Hoffart
James Brett Hulin
Anhtuan T. Huynh
Benjamin Asher Kamp
David Joseph King
Daniel P. Kite
Nancy Christene Larson
Whitney L. Latham
Randy Allen Leach
Bryan Kent Ledbetter
Alecia R. Mack
Amanda D. Martin
Sherry Pauline Martin McCaughtry
Corey Edwin Mayo
Angela Marie McGuire
Kelly Jo Meier
Eric S. Mills
Brett Glenn Murphy
Sheila S. Newcomb
Emily S. Popovic
Brandon Scott Randleman
Bryan Roehl
Jeffrey L. Shipman
Thomas Ammen Showalter III
Erik W. Shupe
Jennifer D. Skelton
Scott Lloyd Stephens
Matthew E. Stiger
Jonathan B. Stone
Alan Ray Trumbly
Hung Kim Truong
Michelle Shannon Wells
Dale Kenyon Williams III
Daniel G. Williams
Chad D. Willis
Garrett Ryan Zelkind
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES
SPRING, SUMMER 2005

COLLEGE OF
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND
NATURAL RESOURCES

EDWIN MILLER,
INTERIM DEAN

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture

Spring 2005 Candidates

Landscape Architecture

Rebecca S. Bailey
Gretchen Natasha Benbenek
Amy Caroline Catlin
Jon Bradley Dethloff
Alisha Rena Grayson
Vance William Hall
Katy C. Hallgren
Sean Phillip Rohrbacker
Sarah Ann Stinchcomb
Luke Aaron Willis

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Spring 2005 Candidates

Agribusiness

Joe Paul Carollo
Kaci Renee Croka
Jacob Dean Dooley
Jason Dean Elder
Kyle Stuart Eller
Katie Kay Evans
Bo Allen Ferrell
Tara Ashley Gill
Jake Garrett Goss
Ashley Renee Houser
Aaron Leamon Hughes
Jennifer Clair Jepson
Francis LeAnne Kenneda
Arron Stuart Mailen
Lacy LeeAnn Mann
Audrey Paige Matthews
Justin Lee Maxey
James Rowdy Mayes
Jennifer Ann McCarty
Mitchell Paul McPeek
Daniel Glen Mosburg
Ben Andrew Reinschmiedt
Crystal Nicole Ryel
Dustin Martin Shanks
Bill David Shelby
Brian Louis Snyder
Amanda LeAnn Waldo
Kristi Leann Wood

Agricultural Communications

Jeremiah Lee Allen
Rachel Krittenbrink Bobbitt
Macay Meri Bolay
Meriruth Cohenour

Agricultural Economics

Kathleen Amelia Bell
Seth Carson Brookman
Timothy Michael Cassidy
Davette LeeAnn Cheney
Walter Cody Giblet
Timothy Allen Gilbert
Tim Mark Griffin
James Michael Hays
Christina Dawn Higgins
Carrie Jo Hodgens
Chelsea Ann Holsted
William Kyle Hooper
Ryan Brent Hunt
Courtney Ann Jones
Brad Lee Mackey
Hazen Cole Marshall
Cassie Lee McVicker
James Kyle O’Kelley
Chase Brandon Pollard
Amanda Ireta Quinton
Carol Dawn Reintart
Gaylon Perry Riddels
Bradley D. Ross
Jacob McKenna Rost
Melissa Marie Smith
Casey George Toyne
Marc Allen Wells
John David White
Phillip Lee Willis
Lisa Anne Winegar
Caleb Wray Winsett
Robert Scott Yoder

Agricultural Education

Jason Blake Allen
Daleena Marie Babcock
Lacy Renae Bangerter
Michelle LeAnn Bouziden
Kristi Dawn Boydston
Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)

Animal Science

Angela Michelle Acker
Cheryl Leslie Adamson
Jeremiah Joe Atha
Jayne Lynn Bachli
Jennifer Michelle Bankston
William McDow Barron
Ryan C. Bates
Anne Fleming Beckemeyer
Carrie Leann Beier
Megan Rene Bible
Jennifer Leigh Bishop
Aimee Rene Blanton
Laura Marie Brawdy
Brandy Cale Brown
Teresa Marie Brown
Anthony Dale Buselliato
Sierra Miranda Coggins
Sabrina Lynn Cummings
Chanan Reid Davis
Brant Ward Deakins
Amy Marie Dilly
Jeri Denise Donnell
Brian Eldon Eden
Travis Ryan Elliott
Samantha Jane Ephgrave
Laura Lynn Fisher
Emily Ann Flusche
Hanna Renee Gaither
Hans Edward Gann
Eric Ross Gengebach
Maria Elise Giacomini
Heather Marie Gold
Tracy Jo Hamilton
Matthew Richard Heliernak
Beryl Kaye Henry
Tiffany Marie Hill
Bradley Joe Holt
Dustin Duane Hulsey
Rusty Edward Humphrey
Bernadette Marie Hurst
Luke James Iliff
Mark Paul Johnstone
Christopher James Jones
Shawna Leigh Kathrein
Angela Marie Larson
Marci Jane Lee
Kelli Dyan Mashburn
Ryan Mark McCollum
Jacob Kale McKeever
Joseph Morris McKellar, III
Hiroko Morimoto
Gant Larry Mourer
Nicholas James Mousel
Shem Thomas Oliver
Sandi Lee Parr
Anna C. Perry
Megan Leigh Pfeiffer
Zekes Ross Proctor
Eric Edward Rapsinski
Jason Edward Rathbun
Darcy Lynn Reherman
Shannon Marie Reuss
Terri Tennile Richmond
Dustin Ray Roth
Travis Lynn Schwandt
Jarred Lyle Shepherd
Leonardo Crespo Silva
Dara Morgan Smith
Jennifer Lee Steinbach
Kyla DiAnn Stevens
Trayson Mc Stewart
Mica Marie Sullivan
David Cole Sutton
Mary Michele Swartz
Melissa Ann Tillotson
Tylor Eugene Tipton
Ethan Patrick Treadwell
Elise Marie Treece
Roger Paul Tuley
Summer Rose VanPelt
Michelle Lee Vinka
Kimberly Kay Voss
Jennifer Ann Walker
Kacey Marie Ward
Lea Beth Watkins
Rebecca Sue Whittington
Charles Fred Wilkins
Jerod Heath Wright

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Sarah Elizabeth Andrews
Marshall Terry Bell
Jamie Sue Buck
William Justin Cordill
Sarah Currie
Kyle Louis Erickson
Emily Elizabeth Fourmy
Scott Jefferson Gillum
Maria Adelaida Harrington
Darby Danielle Kinsey
David Glenn Lehenbauer
Jessica Allyn-Brooker Matts
Elizabeth Nicolette McKown
Amanda Victoria Penner
Monica Elaine Peters
Joshua David Powell
Erica Elaine Schelz
Rachel Maxine Smith
Trena Michelle Toombs
Soreiyu Umezu

Entomology

Christopher Blake Mullins
James Barrett Robertson

Environmental Science

Nitisha Naureen Chowdhury
Jason Lee Dennis
Kathryn JoAnne Frey
Cale Leon Gee
Austin Kinsey Hawkins
Shaun Adrian Johnson
Zachary David Myers
John Michael Sharp, Jr.
John Michael Smith
Michael Brian Smith
Christopher Dean Vaughan

◊ Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)
Joshua Crafton Vaughn
Darren Glenn Wood
Brian Kyle Woodard

Forestry
Brian Glenn Edward Beauchamp
Alex Ray Boecker
Aaron Charles Easley
Phillip Matthew Heitzke
Brock T. Hill
Benjamin Coy Kirkes
Erin Kathleen McGuigan
Phillip Daniel Opalka
Joshua A. Walker
Dereck Rayshon Warren
Adam Nathaniel West

Horticulture
David Salim Akrabawi
Zachary Ryan Allen
Katy Rose Friess
Elisha Lynn Haddan
Joshua Michael Hill
Whitney Blake Holsted
Casey Dale King
Megan Augusta Moody
Jenny Lee Smith
Krista Lynn Toney
Samantha Jo Wagner
Chad Alan Weinrich
Matthew Warren Wilson

Horticulture and Landscape Architecture
Courtney Lynn Cuenca
Kurt Edward Feddersen

Landscape Contracting
Amy Marie Brothers
Joseph Landon Cantrell
Amy Caroline Catlin
Lori Derichsweiler
Clifton James Randolph

Plant and Soil Science
Ashley Christine Baker
Travis Edward Cermak
Starr LaChelle Holtz
Ryan Duane Jenlink
Kyle Don Lawles
Clint Frederic Ratke
Robert Austin Sewell

Summer 2005 Candidates

Agribusiness
Crystal Dawn Covey
Hilary Dawn White

Agricultural Economics
Kaycee Diane Brandon
Chandra Dawn Galindo
Andrea Beth Troyer

Agricultural Education
Marlana Erin Alley
William Chadwick Brown
Vernon Andrew Clifford
Dooley Michael Parsons
Sue Ann Raby
Brennan Heath Sanders
Jennifer Lynn Tressler
Tonya DeNeá Turnpaugh
Lindsey Jae VonTungeln
Dallas Desiree Waters

Animal Science
Jenny Kay Brune
Florajean Michelle Edwards
Tyler Glen Hickman
Lindsay Ann Larson
Tyrel James Peverley
Melody Ainesis Shields

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Todd Rich Norman

Environmental Science
Keith Eldon Kurtz

Horticulture
Shannon Michelle Lambert
Larry Eugene Taylor

Plant and Soil Science
Aaron Jeffrey Perkins

College of Arts and Sciences

Peter Sherwood,
Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Spring 2005 Candidates

American Studies
Rachel Elizabeth Ciancio
Tracy Rochell Khalaf
Randall Edwin Long
Kara R. Medina
Susan Lynne Stephens
Carla Dec Thomas
Neil Robertson Wagner

Art
Elizabeth Marie Grant
Jolene Mae Mayer
Samantha Beth Peterson

Economics
Jennifer Elizabeth O’Steen

English
Daniel Joseph Adams
Jeremiah Davis Adams
Benjamin Michael Ainsworth
Matthew Bryan Austin
Katherine L. Brooks
Lauren Kendall Carr
Catherine Rebecca Clifford
Austin Miles Cowley
Jennifer Lynn Davis
Kristina Lea Davis
Molly Anne Donohew
DeVon Denise Fox
Kacy Lane Gadberry
Ammon Spencer Gee
Marcy Guest Hardin
Nicole Chandra Hardy
Frank Randall Hartsock
Amanda Grace Jenkins
Nathan Blake Koob
Christopher J. Krueger
William Charles Laymance
Norma Lavon LeRoux
Kristin Kim Lowe
Nicholas Shaun Lowe
Charity Eugenia Loyd
Amanda Jo McCollum
Gretchen Frances Mitchell
Isaac John Mixon
Frances Siew-Wei Ngui
Sara Elizabeth Petty
Webster Clay Polk
Laurel Anne Recker
Bradley A. Sewell
Abby Lyn Shirallie
Christopher Neil Shultz
Clinton W. Smith
James Alexander Stapp
Kyle Laurier Tatroult
Jacob Paul Tenny
Katie Jevon Thomason
Michelle Ann Umstead
Stephen Lloyd Webber
Stuart Tucker West
Alesha Danniel White
Laura Lynn Wiese
Arin McKenna Zinke

Brandon James Travers
Ronald L. Williams
Derek Austin Yates

**Journalism and Broadcasting**

Serenity Grace Abell
Jami Ruth Arms
Christen Lee Arnold
Natalie Suzanne Baker
Kristy Gayle Bartlett
Amanda Jo Benn
Ashley Dawn Blan
Lisa Marie Bowles
Elizabeth Ellen Brannon
Jacob Lee Burk
Kimberly DeAnn Buser
Cambria Lynn Campbell
Kellie Ann Carr
Meredith Kathleen Downing
Dana Denise Dunlap
Jeffrey Samuel Enkelmann
Suzanne Elizabeth Faulkenberry
Ashleigh Diane Fiddler
Lucas Jol Fuente
Elizabeth Ann Glidden
Jamie Diane Goss
Natalie Lamb Gruenberg
Aaron Lee Gurley
Gideon Hamilton
Chelsea Rene Johnson
Kathryn Elizabeth Jones
Kelsey Elizabeth King
Shawna Michelle Latham-Feddersen
Lou Ann Lissonnet
Jocelyn Kate Lockwood
Natalie Ann Lovenburg
Amye Brook Majors
Erin Elizabeth Marshall
Rachel Danielle Mason
Dara Beth McCoy
Maggie Suzanne McGinley
Ali Dobrinski Milligan
Jamie Lynn Nix
Jared Matthew Patton
Danielle Marie Pendleton
Jessica Liann Pilkington
Melissa Joy Protas
John Cassidy Rains
Steven Douglas Rhom
Jessica Jari Saliba
Brooke Leigh Salmons
Jarred C. Schremmer
Laura Emily Scott
Jeffrey Dillon Shadid
Mary Catherine Stark
Adrienne Beth Stewart
Whitney Merrill Taylor

**German**

Bronson Anthony Letterman

**History**

Christian Wade Baker
David Jacob Burnett
Michael Anthony Codrey
Laura Anne Dawson
Timothy Scott Epperly
Eli Jacob Ferrell
Treinity Dallas Ford
Melinda Kaye Heim
Clinton Dee Holsted
Kelly Lynn Houston
Jeffrey Lumon Lile
Adam Paul Lynn
Tony Allen Manning
Kelli Jean Mosteller
Christopher Edward O’Connor IV
Rebecca Raneal Perry
Stormy Hayden Phillips
Leigh Michael Swafford
Kelly Gail Thompson
Daniel Jeremiah Thurman

Emily Ann Tichenor
Brcanna Jo Tucker
Richard Allen Walton
Amber Dawn Wilson
Sonoko Yamagata
Casey Joe Zavodny

**Liberal Studies**

Roy Lee Barnett Jr.
Shane Lee Brown
Sean G. Cooper
Andrea Caroline Hagar
Shelby Renee Kaiser
Heather Alllyson Sleitholm
Crystina Renee Williams

**Music**

Joseph Markham Purifoy

**Philosophy**

Britt Franklin Frey
Brian Wayne Powell
Bryan Dewayne Thomason
Collin Robert Walke

**Political Science**

Kurt Thomas Amend
Aaron David Bogle
Rachael Catherine Bradley
Abigail Maree Cabaniss
Christy Kaye Chandler
Dustin Glenn Chervenka
Kristina Lee Chervenka
Patrick Emerson Cooksey
Travis Samuel Crocker
Jessica S. Cuéllar
Joshua Paul Fairchild
David Allen Farrow
Kathleen Elizabeth Furr
Christopher Michael Gault
Amber Marie Godfrey
Charles William Haney
Brandy Lynn Inman
Weslie Dawn Johnston
Derek D. Jones
Danielle Dawn Lee

◊ Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: *Summa Cum Laude*, 3.9-4.0; *Magna Cum Laude*, 3.8-3.89; *Cum Laude*, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)
Kassie Nicole McCoy
Lindsay Marie Minter
Michael Wayne Quiroz
Tomoko Saito
Jayme Kathryn Smith
Oluwaseyi Adeyemi Togun
William Aldon Townsend
Natalie Kay Trissell
Christine Marie Turner
Calvin Eugene Wan Sr.
Wesley William White
Amanda Elizabeth Wilkerson

Psychology

Kathryn Ann Austin
James Wallace Barraclough
Marsha Diane Berry
Aaron W. Cashion
Stephanie J. Cashion
Kalan Leigh Chapman
Sarah Dawn Craig
Sheila Nicole Dixon
Erin Carly Dominick
Afton Alyne Eiland
Vicky Lee Elias
Jennifer Ann Farmer
Michael Ray Heminover
Jamie Nicole Hemphill
Blake Michael Hollander
Aaron Kyle Jarman
Kara M. Kemp
Carrie L. Kincade
Crystal Autumn Klein
Anna Marie Langley
Brent LaRue
Abigail Nicole Lockhart
Brandi Ann McBride
Jessica Leigh Michael
Elissa Kate Moore
William Evan Murrell
Jessie Lynn Pitts
Tamara Junell Russell
Candice Desireé Seiger
Christine Wilma Skow
Tara Linden Smith
Anna Michelle Spicer
Kallie Lanaye Stoele
Julia Mary Lynn Story
Rachel Elizabeth Townley
Cassandra Michelle Vickrey
Collin Jeffrey Walker
Natalie Brooke West
April Nicole Williamson

Sociology

Brian Christopher Coulter
Amanda Marie DeMoss
Sarah Lorene Greer
Jacob Gordon Harris
Mara Jane Headley
Brent LaRue
Symphony Dawn McDaniel
Robin Renee McDonald
Joshua Mark McKinney
Lisa Michelle Payne
Sarah Ann Porterfield
Matthew Robert Riddle
Heather Janae Selfridge
Jessica Jewell Sparks
Rebecca Ann Taylor
Alicia Desire White
Lisa Katherine Wilson

Spanish

Daniel Joseph Adams
Melissa Lea Allen
Megan Ann Carey
Micah Lee Corum
Jennifer Lynn Davis
Carla Marie Picinich
Chad David Roberts
Christina Dawn Roberts
Emily Aileen Vallaster
Lindsey Marie Welsh

Speech

Linda K. Mecker

Theater

Tracy Leigh Aksamit
Melissa Victoria Applegate
Obadiah William Harvey
Markus Karl Isaak
Alan Barnes Netherton
Valerie Noelle Payne
Tiffany Lynn Roberts
Jeremiah Seth Wolfe

Summer 2005 Candidates

American Studies

Mary Frances Bell
Daniel Garrett Hickman
Tabitha Ann Layman
Jeremy Lee Roy Whisenhunt
Chandria Kaye Young

English

Jacob Dane Adamson
Megan Sioban Colvin
Derek Lane Kern
Jennifer Marie Mills
Kimberly Michelle Rhoades

Geography

Samuel Taylor Dent

History

Daniel Eric Atteberry

Journalism and Broadcasting

Valerie Ann Bergmann
Lynsey Renee’ Bradley
Linda Christine Bush
Allyson Lynn Chrz
Colin Westover Fleshacker
Misha Jeanne Golden
Garret Cody Krier
Stacie Lea Maddox
Meaghan Ann Pagano
Kira Jill Powell
Nayntara Sasidharan
Kendra Rochelle Ware
Karissa Anne Whalen
Christopher Clinton White

Liberal Studies

Jennifer Marie Henley

Mathematics

Trevor Lee Cox

Music

Randyn Allen Miller

Philosophy

David Wayne Chadwick
Stewart Douglas Clem
Raymond Ellis Penny Jr.

Political Science

Paul Daniel Babb
Ronald Todd Bowman
Stewart Douglas Clem
Josef D. Douglas
James Brandon Harvey
Dawn Nicole Kimmel
Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)

Psychology
Chelsea Danielle Bauer
Erin Kathleen Coleman
Yee Kuen Loh
Brandon Keith Mancinelli

Sociology
James Emanuel Black
Brooke Andréa Martin
Allison Ann Wallace
Michelle Elizabeth Williams

Spanish
Jeffrey Charles Nemcok
Renée Marie Philipp
Carlé D. Ridley

Theater
Pamela Marie Adams
Aaron James Bennett
Kimberly Deanna Isaak

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Spring 2005 Candidates

Art
Alexa Marie Allen
Joy Aspiazu
Michelle Denise Barclay
Levi Michael Bilbrey
Mark William Brady
Kelly Elizabeth Cameron
Katrina Michelle Cassidy
Whitney Gayle Colbert
Travis Brandon Dawson
Dustin Manzo Evans
Ashley Germundson
Mohammad Tanvir Hassan
Kristen Jeanne Hedge
Michelle Elizabeth Himes-McCrory
Gorana Marsic
Brien John McDowell
Sara Elizabeth McEwin
Deborah Nelina Muney
Terry Thanh Pham
Molly Scott Reneau
Aaron Wayne Ridgley
Libby Mac Russell
Nicholas Don Sentner
Carolyn Leigh Shamburger

Jason Tyler Smith
Kathryn Elaine Steiner ♦
Wanda Jean Vaden

Theater
Heather Marie Caliguire
Dallas Mariah Thomas

Summer 2005 Candidates

Art
Frances Ann Fitzgerald
Jay Daniel Hilgert

Theater
Jessica Marie Rano

Bachelor of Music

Spring 2005 Candidates

Music
Kim Kehau Chai ll
Rebecca Raneal Perry

Music Education
Cody Mathew Byasse
Jonathan Edward Dobbs
Lori Kay Flynn
John Derek Griner
Patrick Kendonwood Hunter
Michael Wayne Scheuerman
Patrick Allen Stevenson
Andrea Renee Stewart

Bachelor of Science

Spring 2005 Candidates

Biochemistry
Jennifer Linda Arend
Mary Ann Cady
James David Campbell
Karista E. Hadelson
Brian Davis McWilliams ♦
Robert Austin Sibley
Nicole Diane Stinner
Tiaquanne Kariiece Webb

Biological Science
Jacqueline Suzanne Abbott
Gina Lynn Arias
Krista Lee Arnold
Janel Arlene Blaylock ♦
Charles Justin Bowles
Katie B. Byrd
William Sherman Clark Jr.
Steven Tyler Cline
Amanda Nicole Cotton ♦
Michael Cody Curry
James Allen Estes
Brian Wade Green
Kristen Nicole Harger
Sarah Jean Harley
Tanner Jack Heimbach
Ryan Jacob Howard
Thomas Aubrey Howard
Vicki Elizabeth Jarrell ♦
Chase Duren Karber
Briana Michelle Kecoton
Kathleen Estores Kossler
Marc Allen Langston
Ashley Marie Lankford
Scotlyn Elizabeth Linton
Jessica Allyn-Brooker Matts
Stephen Jeffrey Meyer
John Ross Miller lll
Jerod Lynn Milliron
Bretonya Janey Phillips
Stephan Michael Poe
Andrea Leigh Pool
Jamie Kay Richards
Zackery Steven Ritter
Rachel Eden Savage
Lee Anne Squyres
Kristin Diane Straily
David Joe Stritzke
Carrie Ann Suttle
Charles James Thompson
Jesse Dale Townsend
Christopher Van Nes Allen
Sheri Lynn Wagner
Makoto Watanabe
Katherine Louise Weeks
Casey Lee Wegert ♦
Clinron Edward Zerbey

♦ Honors College Degrees

( final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)
Biomedical Science
Peter Glenwood Davis
Rachel Lea Robinson

Botany
Mary Elizabeth Gard

Cell and Molecular Biology
Jules Hyne D’souza
Brian Darrell Ford
Douglas Wayne Hanway
Brenda Gayle Jeffrey
Ryan Duane Jenlink
Sarah Elizabeth Jones
Damiano Mauro
Teneca Nicole Pleasant
Lisa Michelle Rigdon
Claudio Fernando Smith Montero

Chemistry
Lindy René Dewlen
Kerry Michelle Easton
Jeremy Edward Garretson
Yuri Kogiso
Samantha Jayne Prather
Michael Kevin Snyder
Claire Anne Sonnichsen

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Najah Salim Al-Abdulsalam
Adrienne Lca Casto
Krissa Leigh Cummins
Malinda Shea Foster
Kristin Lynn Frederick
Ruby Garza
Jessica Susanne Green
Reilly Kathleen Greenhaw
Jessica Ann Hargrove
Jessica Leah Hunt
Stacey Marie Kitchen
Amaris Day Lansford
Ronda Leann Martin ◊
Joni Lynn Nash
Nicolette Rene’ Palmer
Kim Lynnette Rodgers
Natalie Jane Rogers
Abbie Rebecca Stewart
Kimberlee Laraine Tarver
Addie Jean Tuxhorn
Lendy Kay Warren
Lindsey Marie Welsh
Christina Nicole Wilson
Kendall Ashley Wolin
Kendra DeLaine Yehle

Computer Science
Anahita Amiryeagan
Justin Andrew Bourlier
Lory A. Bryant
Ruth Ann Catlett
Abdul Manan Cheema
Ali Arslan Cheema
Jared Wayne Frailey
Robert George Gerlach
Padmaja Gopal
Joshua Robert Hicks ◊
Jason Marshall Horn
Steven Lorne Howard
Philip Anthony Kin
Jason Robert King
Maciej Kmiecik
Riza Kurniawan
Dung Quang Le
Christopher James Marler
Stephen Matthew McClain
Wendy Novianto
Ranjita Sarkar
Debra Elizabeth Simpson
Justin Curtis Smith
Phillip Bryan Stone
Bharat Thudi
Steven Paul Turner
Justin David Ulrich ◊
Vidyadhar Atreya Uppaluru
Brian Edward Webster
Prayitno Wignopranoto

Economics
Serenity Grace Abell
David Matthew Bacon
Zachary James Cates
Michael David Christian
Christopher William Cohea
Jason Blake Cunningham
David Galie Hickey Jr.
Michael Lee Kibbe
Ewa Magdalena Radzikowska
Ricky Lee Shields

Geography
Jill Suzanne Brison
Priscilla Maria Eddy
Philip Paul Ginn
Jonathan David Hassell
Jason Paul Joines
R. LaFrances Benjamin Norwood
Casey London Petty
Michael Cameron Thomas

Geology
Elizabeth Suzanne Lindersmith
Jerid Daron Patterson

Journalism and Broadcasting
Carla Jo Bacon
Christopher Allen Beatt
Tiffany Lauree Breibeck
Micah Lyn Browne
Angela Kirsten Carlton
Roger Alan Connelly ll
Elizabeth Marie Cummings
Whitney Lanier Davis
Meredith Leigh Dibert
Kristin Mari Dickerson
Gregory Peter Dickinson
Mickey William Dodson
Julie Ann Dover
Kari Sherree Duvall
Kelli Ann Edelen
Sara Nicole Enterline
Sheila Sonzzini Ferreira
Sarah E. Griner
Jeffrey Charles Hendrix
Maggie Anne Hill ◊
Abigail Lee Irvin
Karen Renee Ivers
Lacey Erin Jones
Kelly Lynn Kuykendall
Alaina Elise Lackey
Amy Lynn Lavicky
Erin Michelle Lee
Jeremy Adam Long
Clark Paul Lunt
Abigail Sallee Mashunkashey
Jonathan McCann
Meggan Lea McKnight
Justin Elias Quamets
Rachael Jane Rummage
Kristin Michelle Schiela
Paige Alyssa Tebow
Jena Beth Teel
Svetlana Nedkova Vasileva
Justin Todd Ware
James Barrett Willis
Holly Marie Wyers
Amanda Marie Ziegler

Liberal Studies
Sharkara Leigh Price
Jeanette Mae Seward

Mathematics
Janell Christine Martin
Takahiro Sasaki
Ryan C. Scott ◊
Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)
Matthew L. Gimmel
Tanner Jack Heimbach
Larry Don Hyde
Kathleen Anne Milk
Audrey Marie Myrosh
Kristl Shawn Richardson
Matthew Nolan Rouse
Ashley Nicole Snyder
Alisha Jennifer Spillers
Joey Ray Suttles
Mary Michele Swartz
Makiko Yabuhara

Summer 2005 Candidates

Biological Science
Rick Adam Cantu
Jennifer Marie Farha
Katherine Leigh Gragg
Jason Lee Haugen
Lauren Michelle Hebard
Michael Dennis Kinoti
Morgan Clayton Lucas
Brandon Robert Mayes
Garett Lee McCullough
Ashley Marie McDaniel
Matthew Todd Morris
Shanley Brooke Payton
Carla Avery Reid
Trevor Matthew Rhoads
LaMarr Asher Russell
Stefanie Janine Terrell
Lyndsey Michelle York

Cell and Molecular Biology
James M.D. Xaiser

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Lindsay Dawn Hill

Computer Science
Seynabou Dieng
Albert Sidney Griffin

Economics
Thomas Evan Huettner
Reggie LaCroix
Steven Alan Sparks

Geography
Andrew Douglas Blaney
Kim Leigh Stapleton

Geology
Kirk Von Harlton
Laura Lee Kelly
Cody Steve Manek
Andrew Cedric Rihn

Journalism and Broadcasting
Billy S. Epperson
Sean Karl Hill
Joshua Keith Orcutt
Sarah Nicole Roberts
John Paul William-Charles Widener

Liberal Studies
Robyn Diane Bolay

Mathematics
Roy Shawn Ducummon
Brandon Lee Gardner
Rupinder Gupta
Joel Halcomb
Lacy Renee Toews

Microbiology
Ayako Akabane

Physiology
Jennifer Michelle Bagzis

Political Science
John Gaete
Shanelle Elaine Gunn
Thomas Evan Huettner
Cynthia Ann Jones
James Ryan Siegerist
Melody Ann Young

Psychology
Karen Anna Berringer
Kristin Laine Collins
Jamie Claire Durham
Talitha Benét Gregg
Andrea Ann Hill
Van Eugene Dillard Hodges
Guy K. O. Ikpah
David Ryan Sherry
Adrienne Michelle Thomas

Sociology
Leah Rhiannon Clark
Kevin Kirkpatrick Hughes
Sara Marie McEnany
Beverley Susanne Riggs
Tyanna Trevette Smith
Nina Marie Stone
Patricia Jean Wilmoth

Wildlife and Fisheries Ecology
Tommy J. Holbrook

Zoology
Stephanie Lyn Wilson

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2005 Candidates

University Studies
Lena Elise Barrick
Bryan Adams Baxter
Joshua David Collier
John Harding Lucas III
Honors College Degrees
(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)
Jeremiah Nicholas Payne  
Michael Dean Pendergrass  
Justin Kenneth Peterson  
Nhu Kim-Thi Pham  
Ashley Nichole Phipps  
Cherry Ann Poppino  
Katherine Anne Poulain  
Heather Diane Reedy  
Jentre Janae Richardson  
Boback Sarjepneya  
Brian Paul Schouten  
MacKenzie Rae Schovanec  
Ellen Sembe  
Clark Lamar Shouse Jr.  
Holly Elizabeth Smith  
Stephen Jay Snider  
Neil Alan Spaeth  
Ty Duane Sparks  
Taylor Allen Speers  
Julie Marie Stengle  
Jason R. Stouten  
Samuel Phillip Stutzman  
Justin Randall Swearengin  
Taylor Nicole Thomas  
Katie Rae Townsend  
Stephen Gregory Walker  
Amanda Lee Warchime  
Matt Kemp Warne  
Shannon LeAnne Westhoff  
Jillian Wray Wheeler  
Melissa Morgan Wiens  
Sarah Beth Wilkinson  
Chase W. Wilson  
Marcy Lynn Winkle  
Zade Lee Winslow  
Megan Marie Yazel  
Leslie Ann Young  

**General Business**

Benjamin Travis Adamson  
William Brandon Anthamatten  
Robert Dale Bailey  
Robert Dale Berryman II  
Corey Bret Bolding  
Deidre Lea Boyd  
Sarah Elizabeth Bucher  
Teninka Danielle Darcus Burdine  
Kyle M. Butler  
James Walter Clark  
Mitchell Alan Conrad  
Abby Carol Cookingham  
Meghan Elizabeth Counterman  
Elizabeth Jean Crawford  
Brian DeWayne Dale  
Rachel Lee Donelson  
Michael Aaron Dunkin  
William Joseph Eastman  
Sharon Renee Elliott  
Marcus DuPree Fields  
Kristin Leigh Fine  
Joshua D. Gable  
John Franklin Gilliam  
Amber Elizabeth Hanna  
Stacy Autumn Harlan  
Alyson Joyce Hughes  
Rush S. James  
James Franklin Judd  
Sean Patrick Keenan  
Christopher Edward Kingsbury  
Sigita Kokis  
Matthew Mitchell Lamb  
Robert Wayne Ledbetter  
Geoffrey Allyn Lowe  
Sarah Jane Martin  
Julie Ann McClain  
Dane Christopher McCreary  
Monica Lyn McDonough  
Brett Justin McKee  
Kevin Douglas Meche  
Laura M. Melton  
Brian Michael Miller  
Tovah Abdallah Mohammed  
Michael Joseph Moran  
Zachary Scott Newman  
Jordan Thomas Page  
Amanda Kathleen Pape  
Paula Hopkins Peterson  
William M. Phillips  
Christopher Paul Reilly  
David Warren Rhoades  
Jennifer Lee Robbins  
Tisha Cole Robertson  
Steven Christopher Schlesinger  
Andrew B. Sleezer  
Loretta Mae Snell  
Pavine Thelkijumroon  
Travis Reed Valentine  
Reagan Leigh Vincent  
Patrick Wayne Vorderlandwehr  
Audrey LuAnn Wallace  
Sara Ann Watson  
Dustin Kent Welch  
Evangelina Elizabeth Zehder  

**International Business**

Melissa Lea Allen  
April Dawn Bolden  
Jonathan Reid Burgess  
Matthew Bryan Golliver  
Jana Marie Grady  
Nicholas Jarod Gregory  
Stefanie Kay Gulley  
Marie J. Hammond  
Evan Curtis Henninger  
Ashli Nicole Holmes  
Zoltan Kalamár  
Kimberly Ann Kramer  
Jarred Ross Kubat  
Derek Richard LaFargue  
James Robert Lake  
Randall Allen Love  
Taylor Deming Lowrey  
Stephanie Honor Meston  
Nelly Wambui Ndungu  
Cristin Michelle O’Connor  
James Craig Perry  
David Jeremy Pittman  
Ildelisa Orquidea Recinos  
Anuvrath Kuchikula Reddy  
Joshua Grant Ritchie  
Timothy Jacob Schale  
Yukari Sugiuara  
Rosemary Patricia Turk  
Emily Aileen Vallerstall  
Katherine Rene VanHarn  
Terry James Weinacht  
Chee Yee Wong  
Stephen Wyndom Woodson Jr.  
Saori Yamauchi  

**Management**

Nicholas Drew Andersen  
Elizabeth Dru Barker  
Jared Ryan Barker  
Laura Christina Battles  
Naykyla Etolya Bickham  
Rosetta BlueBack  
Dante Alexander Borghese  
Jeffrey Robert Boston  
Kari Lauren Burton  
Debbie Jean Bush  
Alisha Kay Cast  
Derrick Arthur Crissup  
Michael John Daniel  
Bryan Michael Dean  
Michael John Edgerton  
Drew Allen Filtz  
Samuel Aaron Free  
Jeffrey Lee Furnas  
Andrew Stephen Goforth  
Nicolas James Goodacre  
Paul Joseph Govck  
Samuel Henry Hall  
Tiffany Wan’a Hammon  
Enjoli T. Harmon  
Johnson William Hauenstein  
Hayley Peer Havran  
Justine Dayle Heard  
Gavin Todd Hentges  
Daireth Elizabeth Holleyman  
Stephanie Ann Hotaling  
Amy Danielle Huddleston  
Chatney Dollnise Johnson
Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)

Management Information Systems

Shuhei Atsumi
Shaina Diane Baskett
Scott Kelly Boeckman
Christopher Michael Brown

Marketing

 Jessica Marie Adams
Erika Ebéle Almah
Zachary Taylor Anderson
Abby Mari Andrews
Jeremy Micah Andrews
Emilee Elizabeth Baab
Carla Jo Bacon
Lara Nicole Bailey
Melissa Lynn Bailey
Michelle Denise Barclay
Oni LaShaun Barnes
Ashlei Dawn Basinger
Courtney Brooke Battison
Jason Ryan Battle
Kamari M. Beard
Luke William Becker
Abhishek Ranjit Bharathan
Trenna T. Black
Jacob Wayne Blankenship
Jeffrey Allen Blood
Daniel Lee Bobik
Jill Kristine Bodenhammer
Curtis Ray Bohannan
Kristin Rae Bollenbach
Casey Jordan Bowers
Brittany Megan Boynton
Monica Ly-Dee Breckenridge
Rebecca Anne Bridges
Ashley Renée Brown
Lindsey Anne Brown
Rusty Lee Brown
Sara Elizabeth Brown
Kyndl Alexis Brunson
Jeremy Shane Burt
Spencer Houston Campbell
Lukas Alan Carrington
Brandon Matthew Casey
Rory Winfield Childers
Sungi Cho
Kyle Joseph Clavin
Dell Ann Claypool
Ann Marie Cobb
Tara Elizabeth Condry
Paige Noel Conerly
Robert James Cooke
Steven Dale Corbin
Chad Kendall Corcoran
Russell Kent Cornelius II

◊ Honors College Degrees
Nicole JoAnna Costello  
Johnathan Andrew Cox  
Torrey Marie Creider  
Timothy Shane Cronin  
Roel G. Cruz  
Ashley Brooke Davidson  
Sean G. Dean  
Kimberly Kay Dever  
Carla-anne Dolomont  
Paul Vernon Duane  
Ryan F. Durossette  
Eric Jacob Eaton  
Douglas Lynn Eckels Jr.  
Tiffany Lynn Edd  
Courtny Shantaé Edwards  
Paden Amber Elliott  
Andrea Michelle Ellis  
Aubrey Carl Emerson  
Benjamin Allen Evans  
Michael Jess Evans  
Rechelle Denice Fary  
Andrea Danyell Faulkenberry  
Ty S. Fleming  
Christopher Brian Forister  
Mary Elizabeth Freed  
Blake Alan Fuller  
Glenn William Fulton  
Jasmine Tere Gabriel-Wallace  
Kaci Lynn Gaches  
Lori Anne Gage  
Zachary Garrett Gaines  
Rebecca Marie George  
Kelsey Michelle Gillen  
Tracy Michelle Givens  
Brittany Marie Goff  
Laurence Amanda Goodnoh  
Gregory Scott Goodwin  
Amber Nicole Hanson  
Steven Dean Harrison  
Rachel Taylor Hawkins  
Everett Jay Hayes  
Andrew Thomas Hill  
Matthew Don Hix  
Vikram T. Hosur  
Kelli LouAnn Howard  
Tanisha Lynn Hutton  
Artemio Ibarra  
Andrew Joseph Jacobs  
Christopher Byron Johnson  
Jeremiah Aaron Johnson  
Shane Michael Jones  
Eric Ryan Karraker  
Lauren Lavonne Kaser  
Marta Jayne Kelsey  
Amie Allene Kreger  
Kayla Michele Kusik  
Derek Richard LaFargue  
Heather Rose Lane  
Kylie Sue Lawson  
Seth William Lawton  
Eric Todd Lewellen  
Hoa Yi Liew  
Merced Jhoanna Llamas  
Bobby Gene Luttrel  
Bryon Michael Machado  
Michelle Leigh Mantle  
Derek Scott Marshall  
Michael Paul Martin  
Lindsey Jo Mathis  
Delisa Faye McClain  
Darcie Kathleen McCuistion  
Richard Dale McCutchen  
Samuel Blake McMillin  
Ashley Diane Meek  
Andrew Scott Merrill  
Brenden Kyle Mileur  
Valerie Janette Miller  
Preston Wade Montgomery  
Jacob Patrick Moss  
Mike Murray  
Travis Lee Murray  
Melanie Ann Needham  
Kayla Dawn Nettleton  
Johan Alexander Norén  
Leslie Thomas O’Brien  
Justin Kendall Odell  
Nicole Rochelle Oldham  
Patricia Diane Otterstrom  
Allison DaLece Owens  
John Nicholas Panfil  
Kassi Lyn Porter  
Lyndsey Renee Price  
Lisa Christine Pursifull  
Amber Sherree Quattlebaum  
Jason Davis Ramsey  
Kathryn Nicole Reynolds  
Kendra Lee Rogers  
Dayton Bentley Rose  
Jared Philip Schoen  
Wesley Elijah Schroeder  
Katherine Ann Schwartzkopf  
Elizabeth Hefner Shinn  
Kala DeAnn Simmons  
John Potter Sims  
Daxton Blake Sinclair  
Lindsey Hart Smith  
Sarah Katherine Smith  
HyeSun Sung  
Lacey Brooke Sparks  
Wyatt Chandler Stanfield  
Clayton Wayne Stewart  
Joshua Hugh Stull  
Lenae Shondale Sutton  
Lori Lee Sweaney  
Marcus MacFarland Tapscott  
Tammie Jo Tarman  
Richard Ferris Thackray IV  
Jessica Erin Thayer  
Lindsey Diane Thomason  
Tanner Ben Thomason  
Brandon Lee Turnbow  
Jerred Wayne Unruh  
Suzanne Renee Vinyard  
Kamisha LaShon Walker  
Lindsey Dian Wallace  
Ryan Morgan Weaver  
Cassidy Jean Wheeler  
John Wesley White  
James Brannon Wilson  
Kristen Renee Workman  
Christine Leigh Wyatt  
Keith Allen Yorman  
Amy Lynn Young

**Summer 2005 Candidates**

**Accounting**

Forrest Wayne Belindo  
Jeff Alan DeLancy  
Bradley Scott Essary  
Rachel Dawn Freeman  
Christopher Patrick Gullekson  
Brenna Jo Herrington  
Jennifer Lynn Marcom  
Adam Paul Pearce  
Johnnie Michael Place  
Ali Abbas Tapal  
Michael Lewis Tate  
De Jean Taylor  
Bradley Glenn Vaughan  
Shauna Lynn Vaught  
Nicholas Lynn Wanzor

**Economics**

Christopher Antrim Berryman  
Kennedy Kibet Kiprotich

**Finance**

Ronnie Donnell Battle  
Matthew Alan Billows  
Skylar Louis Bleem  
James Earl Dec  
Jason Michael Dinsmore  
Yeng Lee Ho  
Lei Jin  
Squire Jerrick Lawrence  
Jackie Louise Lease  
William Eugene Lincks  
Jarod Daniel Mendez  
John Philip Patterson  
Lorri Ann Shropshire-Murray  
Timothy Michael VanDuser  
Pau Yee Yeap
Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)

General Business
Leisha Ann Buster
Keri Kathleen Campbell
Kristen Paige Elliott
Julie Elizabeth Gray
Kristi Nichelle Haynes
William Ray Markham
Joshua Allen McReynolds
A. Steven Prudhomme
Amanda Tabb Taylor
Joseph Chad Wilson

International Business
Kamari M. Beard
Mailin Yumei Bolivar
Richard Kyle Brewer
Sadie Beth Cowan
Bhavin Rameshchandra Desai
Christina Frances Fox
Sufia Aafreen Hassan
Yuji Kaneko
Lisa Linardi
Ricardo Salas

Management
Jared Ryan Brown
Toni Michelle Clark
Aaron Keith Daly
Alan George Danielson
Joseph Cross Dodson
Patricia Ann Franklin
Catherina C.H. Ha
Julius Ramon Hughes
Angela Monique Jones
Junghoon Kim
William Lucas Mansour
Eric Grant Rosson
Shelby Anne Stauffer
Kelli Lyn Surritte
Cora Jafayne Suter

Management Information Systems
Angelo Callistus Antao
Vysean V’Angelo Brown
Fabio Henrique C Cavalcanti
Lauren Kathleen Christy
Justin Dwight Clay
Kenette Correa
Nathan Henry Davis
Jason Douglas Harris
Sharjel Pervez
Eng Fun See
Ryan Thomas Snow
Jeffrey Lee Sourbeer
Meng Lin Yeoh

Marketing
Cayley Soux Armstrong
Misty D. Cárdenas
Charles Phillip Cobbs
Jeffrey Dean Cobbs
Andrew Lynn Dayton
Dustin Shawn Diener
Dustin Lee Downing
Krystal Kristin Durst
Benjamin James Erhardt
Matthew Bryan Gasperich
Jeremy Alan Gass
Crystal Dawn Gilbreath
Bryan Keith Hagen
Alicia Joy Harris
Luke Alan Higgins
Lauren Michelle Hoyt
Robert Mark Humphrey
David K. Klumpp
Angela Rachelle Knauss
Angie Deanne McDaniel
Lesley Ann Mustain
Heidi Donnette Nease
Jeffrey Dale Newcomer
Tiffany Lynn Palmer
Kevin Brock Parker
Bobby Darren Reed
Jose Angel Rodriguez
David Christopher Rogers
Erin Suzanne Shaw
Cara Lee Ann Simpson
Troy William Squyres
Eric George Taylor
Tyler Ross Turnbow
Christian Arthur Voss
Timothy Ryan Weakley
James Brit White
Adam B. Williams
Andrew Ryan Willson

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2005 Candidates

University Studies
Tim Brian Burrough
Diane Marie Shreffler

College of Education

PAMELA FRY, DEAN

Bachelor of Science

Spring 2005 Candidates

Athletic Training
Nicholette Cloud Cochran
Beth Anne Herrmann
Deana Jean Jackson
Talon Crae Maningas
Amber Dawn Miller
Jeffrey Scott Paden
Rachel Lynn Purdum
Stasha Shermdena Sampson
Sarah Elizabeth Tackett
Benjamin Robert Timson
Eli S. Zuckworth

Aviation Sciences
Matthew L.D. Andrews
Jason Peter Assalita
Brian Tate Berry
Jesse Franklin Blevins, Jr.
Tasha Lane Bliss
Tracie Lynn Bray
Aaron Jacob Bruns
Karlie Beth Buntin
Aaron Bradley Clemmer
Jason Ross Craig
Samuel Justin Davis
James Christopher Elmer
J.W. McLendon Fair
German Daniel Giachino
David James Goodman
Bill Leroy Hamed, Jr.
Jesse Michael Herndon
Michael Steven Holland
Andrew Walter Jamison
Christopher Ray Johnson

◊ Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)
George Alexander Kakoma
Christopher Michael Kimmel
Daniel Rutledge Kizziah
Michael Thomas Lawson
Nathan Ashley Lovell
Bryan Dallas Luber
Victor Keith McFarland
Drew Robert Morrison
Joshua Dale Mosley
Jeffrey Eugene Mushrush
Brandy Dan O’Neil
Jonathan Dean Randall
Christopher Neal Rhodes
Dustin Ray Rogers
Levi William Sleeper
Ryan Cole Snider
Zack William Stewart
Duke Minh Ta
Jack Edwin Troutt III
John William Vogt
Kevin Raymond Wegley
Jason Michael White
Yvonne Michelle Zak

Education

James David Ambrose
James Andrew Boston
Jessica Jo Caraway
Fath A. Carter
Trace Delana Chaufety
Adrienne Erin Crenshaw
Ronnie W. Delk
Thomas Scott Elliott
Cole Kahookele Farden
Paul L. Francis
Brian Michael Fullbright
Paula Jean Hart
Kimberle Ann Hogan
Justin Ray Keith
Scott Anthony Kirby
Tyrone Damone Lewis
Eyewubokan Efie Mowarin
Chay Burton Nease
Justin Doyle Nobles
Halee Elizabeth Prickett
Joseph Ryan Reinart
Catherria Nicole Turner
Julia Yvonne Webb

Elementary Education

Sara Pauline Acree
Brooke Lynn Adams
Jessika Nicole Baartman
Dayna Michelle Barmore
Erin Rachelle Beatt
Anthony West Booth
Odille Phyllis Cabrera
Carole Marie Carolin
Jennifer Marie Carroll
Jarrod Nolen Condit
Elizabeth Ann Cowan
Melesa Jean Creamer
Stacey Lynn Delk
Brandi Nicole Dorr
Deidra Ann Dunbar
Dayle Marie Elder
Logan Paige Ellis
Julic Ann Enlow
Jessica Charlene Frank
Courtney Faye Fremont
Kendall Leanne French
Casey Lynn George
Ashley Paige Gibson
Ashley Taylor Gober
Amanda Lee Ann Gray
Tara Loree Greer
Andrea Beth Grell
Hannah Marie Griffith
Amanda Lorene Haas
Lindsey Clarke Halverson
Katherine Suzanne Harbaugh
Caitlin Cole Harris
Audrey Elizabeth Holloway-Biswell
Jessica Ryan Hoselton
Courtney Suzanne Jennings
Leena Annie John
Rebecca Arlene Jones
Sara Kay Junk
Felishae Nicole Maupin Kauffeld
Sarah Jane Killebrew
Meagan Dawn King
Fallon Miranda Kinnett
John Randall Kitchens
Jessica Lynn Krause
Glenda Mae Kyser
Jenny Michele MacDonald
Alicia Mac Malt
Meagan Amanda Mccarty
Kara Lynn Mclemore
Bonnie Lee McReynolds
April Michelle Meyers
Amanda RaeAnn Miller
Kenneth Lee Milner
Katrina Nguyen
Kayla Leanne O’Kelley
Angie Louise Pettis
Lauren Prentice Pettit
Amy Lynn Phillips
Kassandra Christine Pitts
Kristin Jill Priest
Adrienne Nicole Ramos
Kayla Marie Reed
Lynnée Janine Rose
Margaret Ann Ryan
Amanda Claire Sadler
Bethany Erin Sandwick
Cindy Dale Sewell
Sally Elizabeth Simmons
Hannah Diane Smith
Stacy Lynn Sproul
Ashley Kaye Staires
Stephanie Nicholl Stimson
Carolyn Nadine Stockett
Jennifer Kay Strus
Chelsea Rae Swaffar
Anne Catherine Terral
Angela Sue Thralls
Colby Don Torres
Megan Elaine Walden
Brandey Reneah Webster
Annie Beth Weinrich
Ashley Rhea Wells
Alyssa Nicole White
Cathey Diane Williams
Renée Dawn Williams
Hollie Janell Wood

Health

Averi Lauren Cooper
Michaela Kathryn Dalton
Charles Dylan Goodwin
Russell Lee Roberts
Shannon Kay Swift

Health Promotion

Jennifer Ann Barnhart
DeAnn Golden
Stacie Kamille Goudeau
Kristine Marie Herron
Kristi Michelle Johnson
Katherine Leigh McClain
Kyle Matthew Moore
Gregory Wayne VanBrunt
Michael Jason Weatherby

Leisure Studies

Charles Wayne Battles, Jr.
Michael Joshua Bradley
Kelly Rae Estep
Cory Christopher Marlow
Jolene Daun Schweitzer
Jodi Lee Snawder
Dana Marie Suarez

Physical Education

Rebekah Nicole Bingham
Cody Lee Fowler
Lance Duane Lutke
Shannon McKay Murray
Toni Marie Pederson
Anthony Greer Wood
Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)

Secondary Education

Kristin Elizabeth Baillio
Kendra Sue Barnes
Charles Courtlandt Bartusch
Douglas M. Bass, Jr.
Caroline DeAnn Booher
Sarah Jessica Brown
Natalie Jane Burnham
Cory R. Carter
Lucas Anton DeKinder
Benjamin James Doray
John Rooney Dowdell
Kelli Macay Fuqua
Brandon Timothy Hight
Sarah Deedee Horton
Christopher Lowell Jarrell
William Martin Jones
Bradley Evan Jordan
Brandi Ann Keith
Theresa Erin Keller
Lindsey Rae Lewis
Jeffrey Lumon Lile
Katherine Jane Longan
Heather Dawn Lovell
Jacob James Manning
Kasey Russell McCoy
Taylor Paul McCreary
Tara Danielle McDaniel
Kristen Michelle Mileur
Kory Neil Scott Mitchell
Kimberly Ann Nabors
Paula Adgebemisola Ogunbanjo
Lane Adair Phelps
Jennifer Rae Prucha
Charles Richard Ross
Daniel Breck Russell
Shawn William Ryan
Terry Edward Scholz, Jr.
Natalie Renee Scott
William Cody Shoemaker
Jeffrey Lynn Sprague
Brittany Blalock Sprouse
Susan Rachael Taylor
Kari Ann Vaughan
Ashley Kay Watkins
Chana RaeAnne Winkle

Summer 2005 Candidates

Athletic Training

Nathan Lowry Greer

Aviation Sciences

Bryant James Elliott
Narcisse Houessou
Kellie Rebecca Knauss
Juan Pablo Martinez
Nadeem Ahmed Murad
Nicholas Allen Prater
Zachary Scott Taylor

Education

Brittany Fallon Dietz
Jacob Ross Dressen
Laura Ann Elliott
Tiffany DeAnn Hurst
Joshua John Letourneau
Seymore Shaw, III
Jeffrey Mark Tuttle
Brandon Keith Voss

Elementary Education

Laurel Leigh Dow
Amber Shea Harper

Health

Kelley Louise Conkling
Matthew Barrett Hanna
Meredith Brooke Mills
Amanda Nicole Morton

Health Promotion

Katie Fitzpatrick Butterfield
April Elizabeth Chapman
Sarah Beth Durborow
Jesse Cooper Fowler
Gretchen Elizabeth Gibson
Mark Edward List
Lisa L. Williams

Leisure Studies

Ashley Louise Hellman
Gaylon Keith Johnson
David Andrew Rogers
Elizabeth Marie Sharp

Physical Education

Michael Dale Greiner

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2005 Candidates

University Studies

James Keith Webb

Secondary Education

Ryan James Dayton
Patricia Ann Feathers
Christina Marie Johnson
Darcy Michelle Kilmer
Carrie Elizabeth McIlwee
Megan Kristina Postelwait
Kimberly Jane Ward
Bachelor of Science

Spring 2005 Candidates

Aerospace Engineering
Nicholas James Baker
Kate Brittany Bell ◊
Daniel David Bergman ◊
Dwight Jeffrey Boggs
John David Dill
Aaron J. Hamilton
Shane Parker Hanson
John Michael Hladik
John Andrew Keating
Samuel Aaron Mayo
Austin Gray Parks
Ronya Marie Rolen
Sarah Elizabeth Summers
Mutsumi Tanaka
Douglas James West
Nicholas Jay Wilson

Aerospace Studies
John Lambert Fielder III

BioSystems Engineering
Laura E. Christianson
David Wayne Crossley
Jacob Alvin Hamburger
Shane William Ice
Levi Matthew Johnson
John Dustin Karber
Yen Kean Lee
Vania Pradipta
Wendy Suzanne Sheets
Kyle Andrew Stein

Chemical Engineering
Daniel Miles Agee
Jordan Thomas Bryan
Jing Shyan Chen
Chika Nnaemeka Chukwuogo
Dan Cutbirth
Ashleigh Nicole Hildebrand ◊
Steele Bradley Hoar
Brett Devin Hughes
Hina Rahman Khan
Ceth Adam Lightfield
Lance William Neagle
Justin Dean Pace
Tim Alan Plowman
Stephen Todd Russell
Koji Shibata
John Scott Soderstrom

Robert Thomas Taylor, Jr
John Daniel Thomas
Kelly Lyn Thorn
Matthew Tate Thorn

Civil Engineering
Joshua Michael Albert
Thomas Henry Anderson
Garrett Lee Ball
Jeremy Jay Bergmann
Matthew Bruce Breazeale
Peter Leroy Datin
Daniel Edward Dearing
Troy Gene Dec
Byron James Floyd
Robert Chad Grinnell
Jeffrey Scott Hinkle
Angela Robyn Kana
Mark James Krzmarzick ◊
Matthew Phillip Lewis
Christopher Lauren McCall
Matthew Ross McKe
Derick Ray Millican
Kevin Joseph Moore
Kathryn Mary Mulligan
Julie Anne Russell
Brian Thomas Sartain
R. Douglas Schrantz, Jr
Kyle Michael Shepard
Matthew Roland Skaggs
Darin Wayne Teeman
Andrew Dean Wright
Huriya Habiba Yero
Matthew Jonathan Youngblood

Construction Management Technology

Summer 2005 Candidates

Architecture
Regan David Holton

Bachelor of Architecture Engineering

Summer 2005 Candidates

Construction Management Technology

Thomas Hayes Bacon
Kevin Len Dunn
Henry Frederick Featherly III
Matthew Noble Gilliland
Jeremy Levi Grooms
Jason Robert Jeffrey
Joshua Franklin Jones
Joshua Michael Kapchinske
Cody Eugene Lilley
Tyson Clint Lorenz
Eric Michael Mariconga
Jennifer Rebecca Midkiff
Ryan Lee O’Neil
Dexter Wayne Opela
Joe Luke Roberts
Steven Lloyd Rupert
James Robert Sexton
Ryan Max Stafford
Angela Marie Suarez
James Lawrence Tarbutton
Zachary David Tenison

Bachelor of Architecture

Spring 2005 Candidates

Architecture
Matthew Ryan Allert
Charisse Lynn Bennett
Andrew Benjamin Brister
Reid Randall Burton
Nathan Daniel Carter
Brandon Kyle Hackett
Jong-Kyu Lee
Leslie Ann McCool
David Nicholas Nepveux
Christopher E. Nikkel
Andrew Tristan Parli ◊
Marisa Anne Smith
Jason Andrew Sowell
Jedidiah Thomas Weeks
Daniel Robert Wood
Christian Yafuso

Summer 2005 Candidates

Architecture

Bachelor of Architecture Engineering

Bachelor of Engineering

Summer 2005 Candidates

Architectural Engineering
Monica Felice Hernandez
Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation gpa.)
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Brent William Anderson
Adam Michael Bader
Mark Joseph Besmer
Chance Derek Dobson
Joshua Lee Dresher
Joseph Gilmer Andrew Earley
Christopher Michael Filson
Lance Allen Griffin
Eric Jason Grotts
Brian Birdsong Hicks
Joe Don Keeble
Richard Bernard Krittenbrink
Dustin Dudley Merveldt
Drew Jordan Miller
Nathan Johan Moll
Yao Lin Ong
Jeremy Ryan Royall
Corey Vance Russell
Thomas C. Shivers
Rodney Lynn Simmons

Summer 2005 Candidates

Aerospace Engineering
Jonathan Robert Cook

Biosystems Engineering
Cheau Lin Chai

Chemical Engineering
Michelle Renee Ostrander
Lacy Nicole Smith
Samuel Agusryanto Tanzil

Civil Engineering
Rusty James Akerman
James Alfred Brown
Chad Thomas McKaskle

Construction Management Technology
James Hamilton Baker

Electrical Engineering
Ryan Charles Clark
Jeffry Scott Ostrander, Jr.
Justin Francis Weber

Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Ryan Hunter Burson
Maxwell Nelson McElligott
Brett Manley Mitchell
Philip Dean Pope
Derek Duane Purvis

Industrial Engineering and Management
Audrey Lynch

Mechanical Engineering
Wasif Abdul Aziz
Robert Clay Scott

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Dan Scott Dages
Austin T. Hanes

COLLEGE OF HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

PATRICIA K. KNAUB, DEAN

Bachelor of Science

Spring 2005 Candidates

Design, Housing and Merchandising
Savanah S. Allen
Amber Nicole Atchley
Julie Renee Atkinson
Robin Lyn Beeler
Brett Lane Brinkley
Rachel Beth Campbell
Amy Michelle Columbus
Christina Ann Confer
Tanae Michelle Courtney
Phylesia Faye Dailey
Amanda Sue Damon
Amanda Nicole DeGiusti
Allison Blair Eaton
Katie Ann Fleitman
Rachel Louise Green
Lindsay Allison Hammer
Jacob Brady Hollingsworth
Lindy Raun Hromas
Ashley R. Johnson
Kaitlin Victoria Jones
Jodi Rochelle Judd
Karoline Kable
Kathryn Mary Kinney
Jeni Leigh Loveless
Ashlie Ann Loy
 Miranda Lea Martin
Susan Gail McCurry
Samantha Clare McLarty
Nickole Elaine Meadows
Amanda Beatrice Miller
Crystal Nicole Miller
Jennifer Nicole Muegge
Mari Mukaeda
Amber Lauren Nelson
Thao Thanh Nguyen
Rebecca Sue Norman
Mariko Okawa
Sheralyn Ione Otto
Honors College Degrees

(Annual grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation GPA.)

Lauren Ashley Pistocco
Kimberly Nicole Reimers
Crystall Marie Rice
Jennifer Lee Rojas
Danielle Marie Rother
Ashlie Ann Rowan
Whitney Rene Russell
Malissa Dawn Rylander
Kalin Diane Schulze
Lacy Dawn Sober
Amanda Michelle Sonnier
Kellie Lea Souza
Heather Christine Stanberry
Annie Jayne Suiter
Lauren Renae Sullender
Cynthia Dawn Terbush
Maiko Tsuda
Melody Ann Wagenseller
Elizabeth Diane Walker
Kristen Marie Waruszewski
Yolonia Anthalica West
Amber Dawn White
Leslie Anne Whitten
Serena Anne Wooten

Family Relations and Child Development

Jamey DeAnn Campbell
Michele Lee Dempster
Diana Kay Greene
Brandi Kay Harp
Candace Diane Morton
Jessica Lee Peck
Evelyn L. Spotwood
John Lee Williamson

Hotel and Restaurant Administration

Todd Victor Anderson
Jody Lynn Baker
Amanda Maureen Bayhylle
Matthew James Blake
Cassidy Noel Boyer
Jessica Bliss Brandenburg
Blake Adam Bullard
Kristen Lee Canny
Brian Christopher Cope
Sarah May Dimon
Andrea Kaye Duck
Anna Jenelle Fulton
Lindsay Elizabeth Kierig
Goodson
Jill Suzanne Henard
Jenilee Herber
Sarah Elizabeth Hutson
Juliann Danette Ihrig
Betheny Anne Jordan
Christopher John Kana
Angelic Josephine Ong Kaw
Emmy L. Ledbetter
Austin Eric Marlow
John Ryan Matlock
Chantel Marie Mattix
Jimmy Wayne Mays II
Travis Craig McBride
Stefan Joseph Miranov
Sarah Lynn Mitchell
Sarah Elizabeth Murphy
Jennifer Leigh Neely
Shaun Lee Patten
Kristen Danielle Peters
Amber Jane Quiring
Jason Lee Wade
Christopher Nelson Weil
Amy Nicole Wilson
Robin Renee Wolfe
Allison Gail Wulf

Human Development and Family Sciences

Kacie Rene Adams
Alicia Leane Allen
Michelle Jean Anderson
Jeannette Lynn Atteberry
Natalie Caye Benson
Kylie Denise Bruton
Dawn Michelle Bunch
Melissa Kay Burns
Leah Nicole Carr
Kathleen Marie Castleman
Lydia Bell Cox
Alexandra Elizabeth Cross
Autumn Lee DeRanger
Kandace Ilis Dunn
Jennifer Anne Fagan
Alicia Marie Gaynor
Kyla Marie Gunkler
Kristen Kay Gustafson
Amy Catherine Harper
Rebecca Elizabeth Hayes
Shannon Renae Hess
Jannette Nicole Hodgson
Melissa Carol Howard
Nicole Rena’ Jarvis
Amber Shalon Jennings
Jamie Lynn Johnson
Tiona Maria Kulla
Jennifer Lynn Longmire
Molly Pauline Marquette
Jennifer Dawn McKinney
Christina Ann McPheeters
Spencer Aaron Miller
Kristina D. Newby
Britton Kate Pietz
Sophia Lorena Quiroz
Laura Kathleen Sappenfield
Molly Kathleen Smith
Lisa Marie Smith-Tabish
Kelli Jo Spain
Piper Ann Stevens
Courtney Beth Terlip
Leigh Nicole Tushka
Jaclyn Leigh Webb
Holly Kathleen Webster
Sarah Ruth Wilkey

Human Environmental Sciences

Megan M. Fieker
Cinda Kay Lewis

Nutritional Sciences

Melissa Ann Alvarez
Alison Paige Arrington
Rachel Ann Baskin
Katie Nicole Caggiano
Kimberlee Chanel Campbell
Melissa Leigh Chaddock
Sara Elizabeth Collingsworth
Tiffany Elizabeth Cross
Janel Loraine Davis
Heather Helene De Puy
Ashley Catherine Diffin
Haley Joyce Diffin
Courtney Lynne Fredricks
Ralph Robert Haynes
Andrea Yvette Hicks
Lori Nicole Johnson
Cara LeAnne Johnston
Catherine Annette Jones
Swee Hwa Kong
Amber Dawn Lotspeich
Carissa Ashleigh Meeks
Nicolet Mikala Milton
Brenda Liz Otero-Manasco
Amy Sue Pruitt
Crystal Ann Rogers
Meghan Christine Saunders
Jamee Nicole Schaefer
Cassandra Star Smith
Jennifer Kaye Smith
Tyler B. Southerland
Blake Alan Stephenson
Julianne Michele Wilson

◊ Honors College Degrees

(Final grade point average distinctions will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts: Summa Cum Laude, 3.9-4.0; Magna Cum Laude, 3.8-3.89; Cum Laude, 3.7-3.79 based on final retention/graduation GPA.)
Summer 2005 Candidates

**Design, Housing and Merchandising**
- Kristy Lynette Avery
- Christine Malia Collins
- Chasity Renee Frazier
- Laura Kaye Gose
- Erin Renee Hardwick
- Alicia Renee Hodge
- Katherine Elizabeth Hoelscher
- Miranda Jo Johnson
- Heidi Lyn Knoll
- Kimberly Dawn LaNata
- Lindsay Marie Parker
- Melissa Marie Pollok
- Amanda SueAnn Rector
- Blair Lindsey Robbins
- Fawn Marie Shibley

**Hotel and Restaurant Administration**
- Amelia Witsell Campbell
- Brian Alan Grill
- Blake Evan Simon
- Jessica Ann Spiva
- Masami Takeichi
- Kenneth Kirkpatrick Wayne

Human Development and Family Sciences
- Daphne Danielle Adams
- Amy Dawn Allsup
- Kristen Danielle Baxter
- Jennifer Elaine Bentley
- Kristin Nicole Brown
- Jenny Carrick Carter
- Cynthia Jean Davidson
- Kody Leigh Davis
- Annessa Michelle Greene
- Billy Duane Hall
- Shelley Loren Heuett
- Jennifer Kay Lentz
- Kayla Denise Mast
- Gregory Earl McCarthy
- Jessica Ann Monaghan
- Susan Marie Moore
- Amy Rebecca Nail
- Cara Francene Swanson
- Alaina Marie Wade
- Barbara Anne White
- Sara Paige White

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2005 Candidates

**University Studies**
- Emily Jana Craven
- Gary Michael Gerber
- Jesaca Lynn Gibson
- Robbin Dawn Hager
- Donita Rose Jones
- Jade Elizabeth Lindly
- Candice Roma McCullough
- Sharon Jean Mical
- Pamela Montemurro Reding
- Melissa Kay Wilson

Summer 2005 Candidates

**University Studies**
- Jeanna Marie Cobb

Nutritional Sciences
- Heather Nicole Been
- David Marc Belanger
- Lindsey Ann Blubaugh
- Joanna Lynn Fedick
- Candice Leigh Hughes
- Toma Jude Hunter
- Rori Elizabeth Morrow
- Rachel Anne Snyder
- Bri’Anne Nicole Walton

The list of candidates and honors for the Spring/Summer 2005 semesters were prepared before final grades were reported and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of a graduation nor the awarding of an honor of *cum laude, magna cum laude, or summa cum laude*. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names and honors of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name and honor in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a degree from Oklahoma State University at this commencement. Conversely, the absence of a student's name and honor from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree with the appropriate honor. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The robes, hats and hoods worn by faculty members and graduates as they march into the commencement hall, and even the different colors you see on them, have historical origins and significance.

During the Middle Ages, scholars at the earliest English and European universities wore wool or fur garments to stay warm in the drafty, stone buildings that were poorly heated. Most of the scholars were also monks or priests, and as such had the hair shaved from the crowns of their heads in the distinctive clerical tonsure. Most wore cloaks that included a hood that could be pulled up to keep their heads warm. The academic gowns and hoods were adapted from both secular and clerical garments of the time, and the hood was chosen by the early scholars to indicate by color, trim or binding the degree held by the wearer.

The style of academic dress most frequently worn in the United States dates back to colonial times, although it was not formally adopted until near the end of the 19th Century, when it was chosen as appropriate attire by the Intercollegiate Commission during a meeting in New York. It has remained the general standard in America since, although some variations occur at individual institutions. In the United States, black is the traditional color for academic gowns, although some institutions allow holders of doctoral degrees to wear robes in the university’s colors.

The sleeves of the robes vary, depending on the degree held by the wearer. The bachelor’s robe has long, pointed sleeves. The master’s robe has sleeves that are oblong and closed at the ends, with slits through which the arms may be extended. The doctoral robe has a full sleeve with a velvet facing on the front and at the neck, and three velvet bars on each sleeve. The velvet may be black or of a color that symbolizes the degree held by the wearer.

The head covering most commonly used in the United States is the square, tasseled “mortarboard.” Some American universities, however, use berets, and in other countries a variety of styles of head coverings is worn with academic regalia. The tassel is usually black and is worn over the left front quarter of the mortarboard. Holders of doctoral degrees may wear gold tassels.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of American academic dress, which through color and design may indicate the wearer’s degree and the institution at which that degree was earned. Hoods are lined with the colors of the institution that awards the degree, and may be faced with the color designating the degree awarded. Hoods vary in length. The bachelor’s hood is about three feet long, the master’s slightly longer and the doctoral version is longer still and is decorated with broad color panels.

Candidates for advanced or professional degrees wear hoods symbolic of the degree. The color of the trim of the hood and the sleeve chevrons and panels of the academic gown are distinctive of the degree as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Gown:</th>
<th>Hood:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Black Velvet Panels</td>
<td>Blue Velvet Collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Light Blue Velvet</td>
<td>Light Blue Collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet</td>
<td>Kelly Green Velvet Collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panels and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>Steel Gray Panels</td>
<td>Steel Gray Collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Sleeve Chevrons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>White Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow Collar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The colors of Oklahoma State University are embodied in the lining of the hood (orange and black chevron). The colors of the hoods of faculty and guests are those of the institution conferring the degree.

Portions of the preceding were adapted from the commencement program of the University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
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